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Lange – 1-10
Maranvillle - 10-23
McGraw – 23-37
Schaefer – 38-68
Waddell – 69-108
Ruth – 109-169

Bill Lange
1871-1950

Bill Lange
Lange was born in San Francisco and was considered one of
the best players in baseball. He was known as ‘Little Eve.’ He had a
career batting average of .330 and hit .389 in 1895, still a batting
record for the Cubs. He once stole 5 bases in one game. He quit the
game in his prime to marry, as the father of his bride did not like
baseball players thinking them as low life. Unfortunately his
marriage did not last.
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Inter Ocean - August 9, 1896 - 'Big Bill' Lange center fielder,
Chicago team.
Bill Lange has decided to earn his winter's lunch money on the
stage. He isn't going to try Hamlet and Richelieu and Rassendyl at
the start, but is going to begin with Eddie Foy and work up-or,
rather, work down-to the lever of the legitimate. Captain Anson and
others who take a kindly interest in Willie wanted him to follow the
example of James Owen O'Connor and play behind a screen as well
as the footlight, but Bill said 'Nit.' He wanted to know what he had
been playing baseball for years for if he couldn't backstop the
delivery of an amateur with a soft apple. It is said Foy at first
insisted upon the screen arrangement, especially at the time he
makes entrance when Lange had been on just long enough to get
acquainted. Bill pleaded that he could never recognize his friends
through a screen and out of the goodness of his heart Foy relented.

Eddie Foy, Jr. in 'Off the Earth'
Lange's name has been seen on play-bills before, but his classic
figure has never been subjected to anything more glaring than the
chaste light of day. In the late lamented 'Runaway Colt' one of the
characters wore Lange' name, but not his clothes. Willie will start
out Sept. 28 under the guardianship of Eddie Foy's best stage smile
in a revived and rejuvenated version of 'Off the Earth.' Bill's name
will be in just as big letters as Foy's, and the suburbanites will not
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be able to tell which is what between them so far as that little
delicacy about the center of the stage is concerned. Indeed, taking
Lange's proportions into account it is doubtful if Foy could get any
nearer than just out of the wings as long as the baseball star could
remember lines enough to hold it. Lange will have a brand-new part
that is being written into the piece by John W. Dune. It is
understood between author and actor that Lange is at all times to be
able to smile, wear tight-fitting hand-me-downs, and have lots to say
to the prettiest girl in the piece at short range. Besides this Bill will
sing and dance and spring some new jokes that have been specially
prepared to fit between his teeth.
Indianapolis News - August 10, 1896
Big Bill Lange, of the Chicago team, will go on the stage this
winter with Eddie Foy. In just what capacity is not known. He
would make a good scene-shifter, as he is big and strong, but the
opera-house always furnishes those employees. Lange might make a
first-class property man and could, in a pinch, act as stage
carpenter, or he might be used to sell pictures of the eccentric
comedian, but no one has any thought that he will appear as an
actor.
Decatur Herald - August 12, 1896
'I will accept $200 a week, expenses, etc., for a full season's
contract.' -Bill Lange. 'Come off, cull. would Anson give me $2,800
a year to play center field?' - Eddy Foy. It's all off. William Lange is
not likely to become a member of Eddie Foy's theatrical
combination this winter. Lange thinks his services are worth $200 a
week. Foy offered him $60 a week' and found.' This little difference
of $1540 a week is all that stands between 'Big Bill and possible
Histrionic fame.
Fort Wayne News - August 14, 1896
Bill Lange, the great center fielder of the Chicago nine and
leader of the league in his position, has caught the theatrical fever,
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and will next winter be seen in the cast of Eddie Foy's 'Off the
Earth' Company.
Davenport Democrat & Leader - August 16, 1896
Bill Lange, the Chicago's great center fielder, has taken the
fatal plunge. He has signed a contract to play a leading role with
Eddie Foy in 'Off the Earth' this winter. It is hoped that he will get
back on this earth again next spring.
St. Paul Globe - August 16, 1896
Bill Lange of the Chicagos, will play with Eddie Foy in 'Off the
Earth' this winter.
Boston Post - August 16, 1896
Bill Lange of Chicago aspires to histrionic honors. He may be
with Eddie Foy next season.
Courier-Journal - August 23, 1896
William Lange, center fielder on the Chicago baseball nine,
will appear with Eddie Foy next season in a rejuvenated version of
'Off the Earth.' Lange' s part is being written into the piece by John
W. Dunne.
Kansas City Daily Journal – August 23, 1896
William Lange, the big center fielder on the Chicago nine, will
appear with Eddie Foy next season in the rejuvenated version of
‘Off the Earth.’ Since Uncle Anson’s failure in Hoyt’s ‘A Runaway
Colt,’ we had thought that ball-tossers would no longer aspire to
fame as actors. Nevertheless, we hope Lange will score a dramatic
‘home run.’
Evening Times - August 31, 1896
Bill Lange has wisely decided to refrain from acting, and will
spend the winter at his home, in California.
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The Times (Phil.) - September 6, 1896
Bill Lange, the pride of the soubrettes, denies that he is going
on the boards this winter.

January 31, 1897
Sacramento Daily Union - May 2, 1897
Sacramento baseball goers all remember ‘Big Bill Lange,’ who
used to be catcher for the Oakland team on this circuit, and was well
known here. Here is what an Eastern paper says of him:
‘What a magnificent specimen of physical manhood big Bill
Lange of the Chicagos presents. In this instance at least looks do not
belle his ability. He is just as good as his appearance indicates.
Lange is easily the best ball player of the present day. He stands at
the head of his class. What Buck Ewing was when he was in his
prime, what Mike Kelly was before he began to age, and what Arlie
Latham was before he lost his throwing arm, Lange is at the present
writing.
'He doesn’t excel in one particular feature, but he is pretty
nearly the best at any branch of the game. He is the champion base
runner of the world. He is only a few points behind the best batter in
the world.
‘There is not a player in the league that can beat him throwing,
and he covers as much ground as any outfielder in the big league.
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He entered the game as a catcher, but was soon transferred by
Anson to the outfield, and has been there ever since. Big Bill is a
walking advertisement for his team. He stands over six feet in his
stockings and weighs over 200 pounds.
He is sure to attract attention and provoke inquiry wherever
he may be. Here is one case at least where good looks is a boost for a
man’s avocation.

July 18, 1897
The Washington Herald – June 21, 1914
At Washington Photoplay Park tonight – ‘Etta of the Footlight’
(Sic.This play includes a list of the cast that list the name of Billy
Lang. There were other ‘Langs’-a boxer and a music composer/music
raconteur. Ftgen: the baseball player’s name was given as ‘Lang.’)
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Lange
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Billy Lange, known as ‘Little Eva.'

The Day Book – April 29, 1915
‘Bill’ Lange was one of the most famous and popular
outfielders in the game at the time of his retirement from the game
and is said to have been one of the first baseball players to be
offered a vaudeville engagement.

Lange
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New York Clipper - December 27, 1916
Ned Dandy is producing an act entitled 'Oh, You Devil,' a
miniature musical comedy with ten people, headed by Bill Lange
and Gladys Alexander. The act will open on the U. B. O. time the
middle of January.
Evening Public Ledger – May 7, 1917

Billy Lange will be among the oscillators in ‘The Kissing School’ at
the Grand.
The Evening World – October 21, 1918
Big Bill Lange has come back. He is back in Chicago, where he
won most of his baseball fame, studying to a school preparatory to
going to France for the Y. M.C.A. (Lange was very active in trying
to bring baseball to France after retiring.)
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Lange in Old Age
Walter J. ‘Rabbit’ Maranville
1891-1954

Maranville was born in Springfield, Mass. He played baseball
from 1912 to 1935 for the Braves, Cubs and Cardinals as an
infielder, mostly shortstop. It is said that ‘Rabbit’ was the greatest
ball player to enter baseball since Ty Cobb. Stalling remarked that
'I have seen them all since 1891, in every league around, South,
Northeast, and West, but Maranville is the peer of all of them’. He
was a great ‘glove man’ and played in the majors for 23 seasons. As
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a double play combination Maranville to Evers to Schmidt had
more double plays in 1914 than Tinker to Evers to Chance.
Twin-City Daily Sentinel - April 19, 1913
'Rabbit' Maranville and 'Hap' Myers, of the Boston Nationals,
would make a swell vaudeville team in a knock-about act. The
'Rabbit' is built so close to the ground that he tears the seat of his
trousers on the sharp blades when he walks across the field, while
'Hap' could eat his lunch off a second-story window ledge without
stretching his neck.
Arkansas City Daily Traveler - November 12, 1913
'Rabbit' Maranville and Tommy Griffith, of the Boston
Braves, have 'doubled up' for a season on the vaudeville stage.
Variety – November 14, 1913 – Maranville and Griffith – (songs) 16
minutes – National, Boston
Any house in a city where the National league ball clubs have a
franchise will find this team a money maker, solely through their
drawing power, and in addition the act itself would rage elsewhere
as a good ‘five’ on a ‘big small time’ bill. ‘Rabbit’ Maranville,
shortstop of the Boston Braves, and ‘Tom’ Griffith, outfielder on the
same team, have had common sense enough not to try anything but
straight singing, and both have fortunate voices. The ‘act’ was
scouted up and literally ‘made’ by Charles Winston, the new press
agent of the National, who was drafted from a Boston newspaper. It
was intended for a single week, but went so big it will play until
March. The close is snappy, with a ball dropped from the flies at the
other end of the stage from Maranville, who makes a wild jump,
nails it in his out stretched glove and slams it into the wings at a
speed that would seem to flatten it against the steam pipes.
Variety – November 16, 1913 - ‘Rabbit’ Maranville – baseball - 15
minutes – Keith’s, Boston
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Another baseball star shot into vaudeville from the Braves
after winning the World’s Series. Maranville played last year and
has a little merit. His demonstration of coaching tricks which
includes his indescribable antics in the limited space that won him
the name of ‘Rabbit’ long before he became the Braves’ shortstop
brought down the house. Monday afternoon, with Eddie MacHugh
as a partner, Maranville scored three hits and one error, the error
coming in his forgetting the lines of ‘Playland,’ a ballad that he had
done well with in rehearsals. It is an act, like all the others, that will
have but a short life, but Maranville puts more ginger into his turn
than is the custom. Anywhere in New England he will pack a house.
Whether he will play New York and Philadelphia depends on how
those managers dope the prospects.
Variety – November 17, 1913
Rabbit Maranville the Boston Nationals shortstop, and
teammate Thomas Griffith, have framed a vaudeville double act.
Huntington Press - December 27, 1913
Walter Maranville and Tommy Griffith of the Braves have
gone on the stage for the winter. They will sing songs written by
Griffith.

1914
New York Times – October 27, 1914 – Maranville an Actor, too.
Sings, Coaches, and slides on Boston Stage in Baseball Uniform.
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Walter J. Maranville, the little shortstop of the champion
Braves, did a vaudeville turn at Keith’s this afternoon, making his
first appearance in a week’s engagement.
‘The Rabbit’ was assisted by Eddie McCue, well-known locally
as a raconteur and as a singer of songs. Maranville were his baseball
uniform, and besides singing ‘Come Back to Playland with me” and
‘That old Family Row,’ gave an exhibition of his celebrated
coaching stunt where he slides up and down, tearing his hair and
otherwise behaving like a wild man. There was a little comedy stuff
to follow, and then the windup, ‘That Grand old game of Baseball.’
‘The Rabbit’ and his partner received great applause and all his
‘stuff’ was well appreciated. The audience wondered where such a
little follow get his deep voice.
Maranville has been playing ball around New York for the
past few days. He was to have been married to Miss Elizabeth Shea,
of Springfield, next Wednesday, but he wedding has been postponed
until Nov. 11.
Variety – October 31, 1914 – ‘Rabbit’ Maranville – Baseball – 13
minutes – Keith’s, Boston.
Another baseball star shot into vaudeville from the Braves
after winning the World’s Series. Maranville played last year and
has a little merit. His demonstration of coaching tricks which
includes his indescribable antics in the limited space that won him
the name of ‘Rabbit’ long before he became the Braves’ shortstop
brought down the house. Monday afternoon, with Eddie McHugh as
a partner, Maranville scored three hits and one error, the error
coming in his forgetting the lines of ‘Playland,’ a ballad that he had
done well with in rehearsals. It is an act, like all the others, that will
have but a short life, but Maranville puts more ginger into his turn
than is the custom. Anywhere in New England he will pack a house.
Whether he will play New York and Philadelphia depends on how
those managers dope the prospects.
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Playland - 1906
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Arizona Republican – November 15, 1914
George Stalling and ‘Rabbit’ Maranville, of the renowned
Braves are the latest additions to the baseball actor’s squad. They
both get away with it.
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December 9, 1914
Boston Daily Globe - January 3, 1915
'Rabbit' Maranville, Eddie McHugh, Sandy Chapman and
other performers will appear this evening.

January 3, 1915
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Boston Daily Globe - January 10, 1915 - 'Rabbit' Maranville heads
the bill at the Howard.
'How I broke into baseball' will be told by 'Rabbit' Maranville,
star shortstop of the champion Boston team, who will continue his
engagement this week at the Howard Athenaeum. The 'midget' will
be assisted in his specialty by Eddie Machugh, the well-known story
teller and entertainer, who will offer a fund of amusing hits.
Boston Daily Globe - January 11, 1915 - Batter-up 'Rabbit'
Maranville, assisted by Eddie McHugh at the Howard.
This is sure 'Baseball Week' at the Howard, where 'Rabbit'
Maranville, the greatest of all shortstop, will hand you out a line of
talk on 'How I Broke into Baseball.' The Midget is some kid with the
talk, too, and he can let you in on the inside dope of the national
game. The 'Rabbit' will be glad to see all his friends and sends out
word to slip in some afternoon and get his act. so if you're a regular
fan he can expect to see you. Also get Eddie McHugh and his fund of
stories.

January 11, 1915
Boston Daily Globe - January 12, 1915 - Howard Athenaeum
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'Rabbit' Maranville among the star entertainers in a lively
burlesque and variety show.
At the Howard yesterday 'Rabbit' Maranville again was the
feature of a tiptop vaudeville and burlesque bill.
The popular shortstop was given a vociferous welcome, and in
his recital of 'How I Broke into Baseball' there were many 'points'
that won the instant approval of the 'fans.' Maranville is assisted by
Eddie McHugh, a capital spinner of yarns and a good entertainer.
Maranville's 'vest pocket' catch was received with shouts of
applause.
Boston Daily Globe - January 12, 1915
At the Howard yesterday 'Rabbit' Maranville again was the
feature of a tiptop vaudeville and burlesque bill.
Boston Daily Globe - January 14, 1915 - Howard
'Rabbit' Maranville and Eddie MacHugh; Girls from Joyland
Burlesque. Always something doing, 1 to 11.
Boston Daily Globe - February 21, 1915 - Ball players entertain.
Maranville, McHugh, Sweeney and Pieper guests of Young Men's
Catholic Association.
'Rabbit' Maranville and his partner, Eddie McHugh, were the
chief entertainers at the 'Baseball Night' last evening in Boston
College High School gymnasium, under the auspices of the Young
Men's Catholic Association of Boston. About 1000 were present.
Maranville gave an interesting talk on spring training, and
made a decided hit when he announced that he had recently
received a letter from Capt. Evers of the Braves in which the latter
said he was again in fine physical condition. the 'Rabbit' and his
partner gave vocal numbers and anecdotes of the ball field.
Another speaker was Bill Sweeney, ex-captain of the Braves,
who was recently given his release by the Chicago Nationals.
Sweeney was given a warm reception when he rose to speak,
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showing the esteem in which he is still held by the Boston fans. His
subject was 'Baseball incidents.'
New York Clipper – December 18, 1915
‘Rabbit’ Maranville, shortstop of the Boston Nationals gave his
monologue as an extra attraction with the girls from Joyland at the
Gilmore, Springfield, Mass, Friday morning, December 1.
The playing of the burlesque at the Gilmore the last three days
of the week instead of the first three days is proving a big success.
The Rabbit Maranville Braves shortstop, pictures shown at the Poll
last week, were warmly received.
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January 17, 1915

January 17, 1915

Boston Post - February 2, 1921
Maranville also peddled solos in front of the spotlight a couple
of season back. The Rabbit was not an animal act. He got his
bookings on his merit. But B.F. Keith never offered Tanguay,
Caruso or Friganza in exchange for the Springfield Kid. There were
many other baseballers in vaudeville, but they never lasted long. It
was too much to play double-headers every day and split weeks
every week.
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October 12, 1928
Time Herald - October 12, 1928
It's a far cry from the hustling Braves of 1914 to the clowning
Cardinals of 1928, yes Rabbit Maranville, star shortstop of
Stalling's miracle team of fourteen years ago, is now in the throes of
the classic between the Yanks and Cardinals. To see Rabbit, tearing
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to his right to make a one-handed catch at the left-field boxes off
Hoyt's high foul in the first game of the current 'World Series, you'd
never believe that he is 36 years old, and has been playing
professional baseball for eighteen years.
For years the 'flowing bowl' and the Rabbit were not exactly
strangers, as he readily will admit. He was the playboy of the
majors, fairly dripping with color, and such a natural-born
comedian that he not only had the fans in roars of laughter, but was
fairly successful on the vaudeville stage paired with Tommy
Griffith. One of the 'cut-up's' stunts was, having arrived safely on
first, to dart suddenly-between the legs of the guardian of the initial
sack. If that gentleman happened to be tall this was an easy matter,
as the Rabbit is a mere five feet, five inches.
But after clowning in and out of the big leagues, the Rabbit
suddenly turned over a new leaf-on May 18th, 1927, to be exact-and
he's been leading a sedate life ever since. Walking the straight and
narrow path enabled him to get one more chanced at the base paths
in the National League. He helped the Cards at the end of last
season, and now he's being rewarded for helping them all through
the season of 1928. Maranville made four hits in the four-game
series won by the Braves in 1914. See how he goes in the present
series, fourteen years later.
Nebraska State Journal - September 18, 1940
Twenty years previously, Rabbit Maranville almost killed
vaudeville and himself simultaneously while demonstrating from a
stage in Maine, how he slid home with a crucial run in the world
Series of 1914. Putting his heart into the play, the Rabbit slid clean
over the footlights and into the bass drum, where he sustained a
broken leg, and was out of vaudeville for the balance of the season.
Winnipeg Tribune - December 27, 1941
The Rabbit broke in with the Braves in 1912, having been
lured from New Bedford, Mass., in exchange for a forgotten pitcher
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who rejoiced in the name of Bradley Hogg. Boston's miracle men
beat the Athletics four straight in the World Series of 1914, and
Maranville, the young shortstop, began to tour New England in
vaudeville.
One night in Maine, while illustrating how he slid home with a
crucial run the Rabbit slid right off the stage into the orchestra pit
and broke his leg. He was better than ever next year.

John McGraw
1873-1934

McGraw was born in Truxton, New York. He was noted as the
greatest manager, and as a player he had a career batting average of
.334. He was the Yankee manager from 1902 to 1932. He played for
the Orioles, Cardinals and Giants. His wife found a list of African
Americans after he died. McGraw wanted to sign these Negro
athletes. As a player he had an on base percentage of .466, third only
to Ted Williams and Babe Ruth. He was the first to use relief pitcher
to save games. He managed the Yankees to pennants in 1921 to
1924.
McGraw entered vaudeville with a 12 minute monologue
written by Bozeman Bulger consisting of anecdotes, reminiscences
with the monologue addressing 'the hitherto carefully guarded
secrets of inside baseball.' He opened at the Colonial on November
1-1910, dressed 'up to the nines,' not as fans recognized him dressed
in his baseball uniform. he arrived at the theater only five minutes
before his performance which proved to be an enormous success. He
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told the audience four or five baseball stories, these stories being
bright and very well told.
An example of one of his jokes:
McGraw: 'Do you remember Dummy Taylor? One day he was
'talking (in sign language) to another deaf and dumb mute and he
was holding his hand under his coat as he was talking. I said I
wonder what dummy is telling the other fellow. Then one of my
players said, 'Oh, dummy is telling a risqué story.' (The audience
laughed at that one.)
The Colonial had a S.R.O. crowed with scalpers selling most of
the best tickets for the entire McGraw run. Ball players playing
vaudeville often were on the bill with many 'dumb' acts (an act as
such as an acrobat or in McGraw case, 'Odiva, the Goldfish Lady.'
She submerged herself in a tank of water, staying down for a long
time and while down eating a banana.)

McGraw
John McGraw is another magnate of the diamond who has
signed a Vaudeville contract. He is advertised as drawing the largest
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salary ever paid an American performer. He will appear in evening
dress and do a short monologue describing the most exciting and
humorous incidents of his many years on the diamond, while the
picture man embellished the entertainment with slides and movies.
In 1910 McGraw went on a 15 week tour on the B. F. Keith
Vaudeville circuit, appearing alongside acts like ‘Odiva the Goldfish
Lady.’ He immediately became the highest paid performer in
Vaudeville at the time, but despite the pay, McGraw was lax about
rehearsing. Bozeman Bulger of the New York Evening World, who
wrote most of McGraw’s material, helped the manager memorize
his line by sticking the skipper in a taxicab and telling the chauffer
to drive around Central Park until McGraw put the lines to
memory. Two nights later McGraw made his debut and didn’t miss
a line, with Bulger noting that McGraw (became) a delightful
speaker.’
Performing 6 days a week in New York, Boston, St. Louis, and
Chicago, McGraw survived the experience, but in the end he felt
more comfortable in the dugout than the theater. ’I’ll admit I
cannot get used to this stress,’ he said. ‘It’s a daily remainder that I
have nerves.

McGraw
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Minneapolis Journal - November 18, 1905 - Footlights for M'Graw.
Giants' manager offered $1,000 a week for vaudeville work.
- Journal Special Service.
John J. McGraw, manager of the champion Giants, is now
considering an offer that has been made to him to appear in
vaudeville as a monologist during the present season. The contract
offered to the Giant's manager calls for a ten-week engagement at
$1,000 per week. Those who know McGraw predict he would be a
success and are urging him to accept. He has a talent that shows
itself when in company. No baseball man, not barring Tim Hurst,
has a bigger fund of entertaining stories of the diamond and the race
track at his fingers' end than has McGraw. When he begins storytelling his success is instantaneous.
Boston Daily Globe - November 20, 1905 - This offered manager
John McGraw. Effort is to coax him to appear behind the footlights.
Vaudeville managers, having failed to lure Christy Mathewson
to appear for a few weeks in some kind of a stunt on the stage, are
now trying to coax John McGraw to meander out in front of the
footlights and make a show of himself. McGraw is now considering
a handsome offer to appear as a monologist during the present
season.
The contract offered to the 'Giants' manager calls for a 10
weeks' engagement at $1,000 per week. Those who know McGraw
predict he would be a success, and are urging him to accept. He has
a talent for anecdotes that shows itself when the Little Napoleon is in
company. No man, not even barring Tim Hurst, has a bigger fund of
entertaining stories of the diamond and the race track at his fingers'
ends than has McGraw. When he begins story telling his success is
instantaneous.
McGraw will not be the first baseball star to tread the boards.
Fifteen years ago the late Mike Kelly appeared in vaudeville in a skit
written for him by Billy Jerome. Next Arlie Latham, the only real
baseball comedian the game has ever known, took a small part in a
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musical comedy. Then came Adrian C. Anson, in the late C. W.
Hoyt's 'A Runaway Colt,' in which 'Pop' was the star. Tim Hurst
played a brief engagement with Anson. His part was to umpire a
baseball game. While rehearsing for this scene on of the members of
the company, who sat in the stand as spectator, advised Hurst to
'speak louder.' 'Why, answered Sir Timothy, 'are you hard of
hearing?'
Oregon Daily Journal - November 26, 1905
John McGraw is now considering a handsome offer that has
been made to him to appear in vaudeville as a monologist during the
present season. The contract offered to the Giants’ manager calls for
a 10-week engagement at $1,000 per week. Those who know
McGraw predict he would be a success, and are urging him to
accept. He has talent for anecdote that shows itself when the little
napoleon is in company. No man, not even barring Tim Hurst, has a
bigger fund of entertaining stories of the diamond and the racetrack
at this fingers’ ends than has McGraw. When he begins story-telling
his success is instantaneous.
McGraw will not be the first baseball star to tread the boards.
Fifteen years ago the late Mike Kelly appeared in vaudeville in a skit
written for him by Billy Jerome. Next Artie Latham, the only real
baseball comedian the game has ever known, took a small part in a
musical comedy. Then came Adrian C. Anson in the late C. W.
Hoyt’s ‘A Runaway Colt,’ in which ‘Pop’ was the star. Tim Hurst
played a brief engagement with Anson. His part was to umpire a
baseball game. While rehearsing for this scene on of the members of
the company, who sat in the stand as spectators, advised Hurst to
‘speak louder.’ ‘Why, answered Sir Timothy, ‘are you hard of
hearing?
Cincinnati Enquirer - November 26, 1905
John J. McGraw, the directing genius behind the baseball
champion Giants, of New York, has been offered a berth in
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vaudeville for the winter. It is reported that McGraw has been
offered $1,000 a week for a few appearances over the circuit of
continuous houses in the Eastern territory. He has not accepted, and
it is not thought likely that he will.
Deseret Evening News – December 2, 1905 – Famous twirler who
may become actor.
John McGraw is now considering a handsome offer that has
been made to him to appear in vaudeville as a monologist during the
present season. The contract offered to the Giants’ manager calls for
a 10 week engagement at $1,000 per week. No man, not even barring
Tim Hurst, has a bigger fund of entertaining stories of the diamond
and the rack track at his fingers’ ends than has McGraw. He will
not be the first baseball star to tread the boards. Fifteen years ago
the late Mike Kelly appeared in vaudeville in a skit written for him.
Next Artie Latham, the only real baseball comedian the game has
ever known, took a small part in a musical comedy. Then came
Adrian C. Anson, in the late C. W. Hoyt’s ‘A Runaway Colt,’ in
which ‘Pop’ was the star. Time Hurst played a brief engagement
this fall, but declined the chance, just as happy Jack Chesbro did
last year when he was the premier pitcher of the country.
Variety – November 1, 1910 – John J. McGraw – ‘Inside Baseball’ –
12 minutes – Colonial
John J. McGraw is all his career as a baseball player and
manager, during which time he has often faced from over 25,000 to
40,000 howling fans without giving them a second thought will
probably admit that Monday night, before a house full of vaudeville
patrons, he was ready to turn and run. McGraw probably would
have if Bozeman Bulger hadn’t had two or three stage hands
stationed in each entrance to see he couldn’t get out. I was a great
reception they gave McGraw, a welcome Roosevelt would not have
complained of. Full three minutes it was before the house finally
quieted immediately upon his entrance. 'The noise started during
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the second act, when Mathewson took a seat in a stage box. The
popular pitcher had the time of his young life. McGraw’s inside
baseball consisted of four or five stories that amused the house
greatly. They were bright and surprisingly well told. It will take a
few days for the manager to find himself, then he will be a
regulation monologist. Flowers and speeches were in order and
McGraw gracefully pushed the burden of a speech on to Matty’s
shoulders. The pitcher responded from the box. Of course, it was
nothing for Matty, he qualified as an actor some time ago. Business
at the Colonial Monday night could not have been any bigger. If it
so continues for the balance of the week, the McGraw engagement
will be a success. The box office statement will tell the only accurate
story.
1912
Evening World – Feb 12, 1912
This has been a brisk winter for baseball vaudeville, and I see
by the Coast papers that one of the houses in New York on a
baseball bill during the meeting of the National League in New
York. Marquard, Dooin and ‘Pop’ Anson were among those present
at the stage door, and I’ll wager there was a lot of jealousy for the
headlines and electric lights.
They had tried to get old Honus Wagner into vaudeville a
couple of times and have made a noise like a lot of money in his
vicinity, but he refused to fall. Once somebody got up an act for
Lajoie and him, but Honus ran out after the rehearsals started,
saying they were bad enough, and he wouldn’t do it for half of Mr.
Rockefeller’s cash.
They tried to get him to fall again this winter with an act which
did not require any acting. He was to give an exhibition of 20
minutes of basketball and take down $1,000 a week for it for as
many weeks as he would continue. Wagner does this nearly every
night in Carnegie, Pa., during the winter for far less money. He has
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a team there and books games, but he refused to fall for the
vaudeville
‘And I was to get $100 of each $1,000,' lamented the promoter.
Wagner is peculiar that way. On the ball field nothing fears
him, but off it he is extremely bashful. When he tries to make a
speech at a banquet he is helpless. The only way you can get him to
talk in public would be to line up a flock of umpires opposite him
and let him think he was addressing them. Honus can surely talk to
the ‘Umps’ when he gets sore. And I must add that vaudeville and
speech making get my goat too.
At the Bronx Theater is to be John McGraw in his monologue
‘Inside baseball.’
Rock Island Argus – October 21, 1912
John J. McGraw, manager of the Giants, signed a vaudeville
contract with G. F. Keith. He will open at the Colonial Theatre on
Oct. 28, with a monologue entitled ‘Inside Baseball.’
New York Times – October 29, 1912 – Giants’ manager gives some
inside baseball away in his monologue.
‘I do not blame Fred Snodgrass in the least for his failure to
catch that fly ball in the last game of the World’s Series at Boston.
Snodgrass is a valuable and conscientious player, and he will be a
member of the Giants next season. His failure to make the catch is
something that would happen but once in a thousand cases, and I
want to say that he is deserving of your sympathy for this failure. It
hurts him more keenly than it hurts anyone else.’
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - October 29, 1912 - John J. McGraw's debut
Although John J. McGraw, manager of the New York Giants,
was billed as the principal attraction at the Colonial Theater in
Manhattan last night, the 'Napoleon of Baseball' had to divide the
honors with Christy Mathewson and a half dozen other Giants, who
filled one of the boxes at the theater.
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McGraw was billed to speak on 'Inside Baseball.' His act
consists in a number of humorous stories regarding the different
players of his team. Mathewson also made a speech. Both were given
a royal welcome.
Variety – November 1, 1912 – John J. McGraw-‘Inside Baseball’ 12
minutes – Colonial
John J. McGraw in all his career as a baseball player and
manager, during which time he has often faced from over 25,000 to
40,000 howling fans without giving them a second thought will
probably admit that Monday night, before a house full of vaudeville
patrons, he was ready to turn and run. McGraw probably would
have if Bozeman Bulger hadn’t had two or three stage hands
stationed in each entrance to see he couldn’t get out. It was a great
reception they gave McGraw, a welcome Roosevelt would not have
complained of. Full three minutes elapsed before the house finally
quieted immediately upon his entrance. The noise started during the
second act, when Mathewson took a seat in a stage box. The popular
pitcher had the time of his young life. McGraw’s inside baseball
consisted of four or five stories that amused the house greatly. They
were bright and surprisingly well told. It will only take a few days
for the manager to find himself, then he will be a regulation
monologist. Flowers and speeches were in order and McGraw
gracefully pushed the burden of a speech on to Matty’s shoulders.
The pitcher responded from the box. Of course, it was nothing for
Matty, he qualified as an actor some time ago. Business at the
Colonial Monday night cold not have been any bigger. If it so
continues for the balance of the week, the McGraw engagement will
be a success. The box office statement will tell the only accurate
story.
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Seated-Joe Kelly, Hugh Jennings
Standing, Keeler, McGraw
New York Clipper – November 2, 1912 – Colonial
At the matinee on Monday afternoon the attendance record for
this season was boosted to a new mark, undoubtedly due to the fact
that John J. McGraw was to make his first appearance in vaudeville
in this city, where we all think he is the greatest baseball manager of
all time. His New York debut is further mentioned under New Acts
in this issue.
The bill was opened by the Alpha Troupe, which consists of
two women and two men. On full stage they did some very
creditable hoop manipulating.
Du Callon, who lives up to his billing as a talkative
Englishman, appeared, in one. And after a rather slow start he got
the house with him as he told stories, and dressed in women’s
clothes on the top of a ladder, which he keeps continually on the
move.
1913
Wilkes-Barre Record - January 21, 1913
When McGraw was in Pittsburgh recently on his vaudeville
tour Hans Wagner drove his car in from Carnegie to see him 'act.'
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Honus was down in the second row, his big bulk overflowing a
couple of seas, when McGraw spotted him.
'I'm going to have trouble making a hit here,' began McGraw,
'I see Wagner down in the second row, and it will be tough to get
anything by him.'
McGraw had his audience from there on, and he got by big.
Nobody can deny that he has talent as an actor.
Washington Times – February 15, 1913
Marquard’s apparent defection, coming just as the moment
when the Pirate invasion is threatening the Giant reign, crowds
McGraw into a different angle. Ordinarily, refusing to report,
Marquard would draw the game’s blacklist, but McGraw, having
spent a heavy combination of time and money in bring the southpaw
out of the rut, may decide to force the athlete to make good upon the
contract or quit the stage. In any event the first meeting between
these two promises to be one of the high spots of the year.
New York Tribune - October 21, 1913
The Edison Kinetophone Company has signed John J.
McGraw for a twelve-minute monologue and baseball sketch for
Edison talking pictures, to be ready in about ten days.
Morning Oregonian – December 19, 1913
(Sic: McGraw did go into vaudeville and speaks of vaudeville in this
piece)
This has been a brisk winter for baseball & vaudeville and I
see by the coast papers that one of the houses in New York put on a
baseball bill during the meeting of the National League in New
York. Marquard, Dooin and ‘Pop’ Anson were among those present
at the stage door, and I’ll wager there was a lot of jealousy for the
headlines and electric lights.
Smithsonian – December, 1913
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McGraw knew something about the business-he was in the
midst of a 16-week tour of vaudeville theaters where all he had to do
was tell baseball yarns for a whopping $3,000 a week.
1914
At the end of the 1914 baseball season, in early September, we
find the release of a three-reel silent film starring McGraw called
'Detective Swift.'
The Plot
Otronski, the main character, meets a society matron -Mrs.
Henderson- at the beginning of the film. He poses as a continental
gentleman, later commits a burglary on her residence taking a
pearl necklace he had admired earlier. Enter McGraw as Detective
Swift traces the bugler to a boardinghouse but Otronski has flown
the coop and there now begins a world-wide chase, going through
Cairo, the Pyramids and the Libyan desert. Swift is detained but
escapes and McGraw catches up with Otronski as he attempts to
board a boat to America. The necklace is recovered and Swift
rewarded with a significant financial reward which he turns over to
a young lady in the Henderson household.
The critics hailed the film as one 'that will please baseball fans
everywhere.'
Rock Island Argus – Oct 21, 1920
John J McGraw, manager of the Giants, signed a Vaudeville
contract with G. F. Keith. He will open at the Colonial Theater on
Oct 28 with a monologue entitled ‘Inside Baseball.’
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This statement by Manager John J. McGraw of the New York
Giants in the course of his monologue at the Colonial Theatre
yesterday afternoon was the headliner in a series of ‘hits’ which the
little Napoleon handed out during his brief sojourn behind the
footlights. The matinee performance marked McGraw’s New York
debut as a Thespian and he went through his act without betraying
any signs of nervousness. The applause which greeted him when he
came upon the stage was so prolonged that McGraw for a minute
seemed to be getting unnerved, but he quickly regained his
composure, and when he began his monologue there was not the
slightest pause of sign of nervousness.
In connection with the Snodgrass affair McGraw declared that
he felt worse for Mathewson than for anybody else, as ‘Matty’ had
pitched three excellent games without winning any of them. ‘There
never was and never will be another pitcher like ‘Matty,’ was
McGraw’s closing remark about the Giants’ pitching star, and he
had another chance to think over his next lines while the crowd
showed that it felt likewise.
After making many pointed and witty remarks on the recent
series with Boston, McGraw related several amusing incidents
during his career as a ball player. The stories were all well told, and
none failed to get a laugh from the crowd. The little Napoleon
seemed as much at home as an entertainer as if he were directing his
base coaching line. He held the attention of the crowd throughout,
‘Got over’ his stories well, and received another ovation at the
finish.
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Only one reference is made to inside baseball, the subject of the
monologue. That is at the finish, when McGraw describes the muchdiscussed term as nothing more than ’three or four players working
together to fool the opposition.’ He related a care where the
supposed inside baseball worked against his own team when he
played at Baltimore. It was in the days when the grass grew long in
the outfield and everything went, as the Ned York manager
expressed it. An extra ball was ‘planted’ in the outfield and after a
hard hit to the outfield Willie Keeler threw in the planted ball, while
Brodie, the center fielder, raced for the ball that was in play. The
trick which failed to work resulted in the game being forfeited to
Boston.

Donaldsonville Chief - February 7, 1914
The new program to be presented at the Grand Theatre next
Thursday night, when a return engagement of the talking pictures is
scheduled, comprises, in addition to 'The Deaf Mute,' a baseball
sketch featuring the world-famed manager of the New York
National League Club, John J. McGraw.
Boston Post - February 2,1921
McGraw was an actor once-and he's got suspension cards from
an actor's club to prove it. Mac went over the big tent circuit telling
how the giants won the flag. That was one of the years they did. He
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copped $3000 a week for his monologue in that pennant-winning
year. The darby was divided in just one way, and went to the
manager of the Giants. but that was some time ago. Mac no longer
pals round with actors.
Bridgeport Telegraph - July 18, 1925 - John McGraw's Baseball
story at Poli's vaudeville
'Play Ball,' the new and much heralded baseball serial with
John McGraw, Hughie Jennings and the entire Giant team opens at
Poli's this afternoon and Sunday night as an extra added attraction.
It is a thrilling story of a rookie ball player and his exciting
experiences in trying to 'make good.' The entire Bridgeport team
will be the guests of the management at Poli's Sunday evening.
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Germany Schaefer

Schaefer was born in Chicago, Illinois (1876-1919) and was
mostly known as a trickster who once stole first base eventually
causing a rule change. He also had the reputation as a sound
baseball mind. He entered vaudeville with Charles O’Leary and the
pair was the plot for the movie ‘Take Me out to the Ballgame,’ that
featured Frank Sinatra and Gene Kelly. Known for his tricks he
once wore galoshes and a raincoat to bat in a rain game. The umpire
made him go back to the dugout to take them off.
Schaefer was a pioneer of baseball clowning, and his vaudeville
act with teammate Charley O’Leary was inspiration for the MGM
musical “Take Me out To The Ball Game” starring Gene Kelly and
Frank Sinatra. He also teamed with Nick Altrock, who later took
baseball clowning to legendary heights with Al Schacht, antics as a
player/coach. Umpire Silk O’Loughlin chased him from a game in
Chicago on June 8, 1912 for eating popcorn in the coach’s box, and
Schaefer also began to perform tricks, like tight-rope walking the
foul line and using two bats to “row across the grass.” His
performances were later incorporated by baseball clowns Nick
Altrock and Al Schacht. While he enjoyed drawing laughter,
Schaefer defended his comedic coaching as important to team
success. “Is humorous coaching of value to a team? I think so. It is
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valuable for two reasons. It keeps our fellow in good spirits, and it
sometimes distracts the opposing players. I guess [Clark] Griffith
thinks so also, for he encourages me in my tomfoolery,' Schaefer
told The Sporting News in 1912.
During one train trip, while on the vaudeville circuit with
actress Grace Belmont in 1911, a fellow passenger in Schaefer’s
compartment at night on the train yelled at Schaefer for keeping his
lamp on while reading. Schaefer responded by turning off the lamp
and then sneakily chucking what he thought were the passengers
shoes out the window. In the morning, Schaefer realized he’d
thrown his own shoes out.
Richard Bok – August 23, 2012
At the ballpark or away, Germany Schaefer was always
putting on a show. On this winter evening in 1908, the zany-ruddy
face second baseman of the Detroit Tigers was appearing at a
burlesque house in Chicago with his lifelong pal and double play
partner, shortstop Charley O’Leary. The pair dressed as
leprechauns and dancing a jig, were making their vaudeville debut
in front of a rowdy, liquored-up crowd on amateur night. The skit
had already produced several minutes of groans and catcall when
Schaefer invoked the name of Ty Cobb, the brilliant young star who
had just helped led the Tigers into their first world Series, a losing
effort against the Chicago Cubs.
‘Why,’ Schaefer asked, ‘Does Tyrus Cobb Tyrus (tire us)?’
The Audience erupted over the stale joke. Rotten vegetables
and cries of ‘Give ‘em the hook?’ filled the air, amid the barrage of
eggs, turnips and tomatoes, two great shepherd’s book reached out
from the wings and dragged the failed act off the stage. ‘For years
after,’ remembered one sportswriter in attendance, ‘Schaefer used
to dwell on how the career of a great thespian was ruined by such
frivolous first-night criticism.’
Omaha Bee - March 27, 1908
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It is now wondered if the $15,000 offered to Honus Wagner
was in Mexico or stage money. Surely it was not inscribed with ‘In
God we Trust.’
In 1908 Schaefer, the second baseman of the Detroit Tigers
appeared at a burlesque house in Chicago with Charley O’Leary.
They were dressed as two leprechauns and danced a jig. They made
their vaudeville debut in front of a rowdy, liquored-up audience on
amateur night. As the skit continued it produced several minutes of
catcall and groans when Schaefer invoked the name of Ty Cobb, the
Detroit star, whose team won the World Series against the Chicago
Cubs. The pair should have remembered they were in Chicago and
not in Detroit.
In the off season Bob O’Leary and Germany Schaefer, known
as one of baseball’s zaniest character, worked as a comic vaudeville
act. The O’Leary/Schaefer vaudeville act is said to have inspired
two MGM musicals, the forgotten 1930 film ‘They Learned about
women,’ featuring the noted vaudeville act ‘Van & Schench,’ and
Busby Berkeley’s last film ‘Take me out to the Ballgame (1949) with
Gene Kelly and Frank Sinatra.
Washington Times – March 14, 1911 – Is stage struck. Manager and
Captain of the Sausages says he’s going to organizer a quartet and
outdo Tinker, Dooin, and Christy Mathewson.
I’m going to organize a quartet, says Herman Schaefer,
manager-captain of the Schaefer Sausages. I’ll sing the solos and
‘Schultz’ Gessler, John Henry, and ‘Wid’ Conroy can join in the
choruses. I mean it, too, next winter we can make the circuit of the
vaudeville houses and trim Charlie Dooin, Joe Tinker and Christy
Mathewson at this stage stunt. Say, this is no kid; I’ve got a lot of
friends in the stage business, and next winter the Schaefer quartet
will be making the money doing two a day.’
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Van & Schench

Schaefer

Conroy and Schaefer in one of Schaefer’s stunts
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The Washington Herald – March 31, 1911
On the Ponce De Leon grounds, left field is the sun garden, and
Fred Corbin, who plays that position for the Shamrocks, always
wears smoked glasses. One day last week, when the sun did not show
its face, Germany Schaefer got hold of Corbin’s black glassed and
were them for one inning, while holding down shortstop. As a joke,
the Dutchman poked them down near the end of his nose, and every
one of the batters tried to bang the ball in Schaefer’s direction. So
anxious were they to hit one through the comedian that three little
pop fillies landed in Baby Bunting’s outstretched paws.
Schaefer always finds something to do in order to get a laugh
out of the crowd. His many witticisms do not sound funny on paper,
but when the Dutchman pulls them off on the ball field everybody
screams.

One game last week, when Walter Johnson was pitching and
the regulars could not touch him, Schaefer came to the bench and
said to the boys, ‘I guess we won’t use our hit and run signs against
Walter this inning.’ Up to that time six men had faced the games
great-right critiea thespian was ruined by such frivolous first twirler
and nobody had even fouled one off.
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Washington Times - April 26, 1911-Schaefer is at bottom left leading
the ‘band’ players
Germany Schaefer organized a quartet for practice work in
atmosphere-shattering. Doe Gessler, Eddie Ainsmith, and John
Henry joined him in such soulful ditties aass ‘Who tied the Blanket on
the Town Pump?’ and ‘The Face on the Bar Room F
Floor.’
loor.’
Finally Schaefer drew off to one side and communed with
himself.
‘What’s the matter, Schaef?” asked ‘Wid’ Conroy. ‘Did you
get away without collecting a quarter you loaned somebody?’
‘No m’ Lord,‘ replied Schaefer very slowly, ‘But you
remember that gink who was selling ‘fresh’ hard-boiled eggs up
there in Philadelphia the last time we were there? Remember the
gink in the grandstand with the basket? Well, does he get his supply
from the players’ fouls? And if he does, who owns these birds, the
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pitcher, the catcher, or the batter? And can he be prosecuted for
taking them?’
Then the comedian escaped into the smoking compartment.

Schaefer
The Washington Times – June 20, 1911
GERMANY FAVORITE – Germany Schaefer is another
favorite with the fans here and for their amusement he worked a
few extra wrinkles in his play yesterday. He was struck out fairly in
the fifth inning, but Egan ruled it a base on balls. The comedian let
out a loud guffaw and trotted and galloped down to first, winding
up with a waltz step as he neared the bag. In reply to the yells of the
fans, he doffed his cap and laughed again at the purblind official.
After that episode he was kept busy doing funny steps and monkey
shines on every play and he was applauded for every play and was
applauded for every one of them too.
The Tacoma Times – September 14, 1911
At ‘ball two!’ Schaefer inflated his chest and said, ‘Evidently
the young man has not perused the American league batting average
lately.’ The crowd roared when not hissing Caldwell for refusing to
take a chance on Milan. Schaefer was hitting .247 at this time, 20 or
30 points higher than the sensational center fielder.
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When the umpire announced ‘Ball three!’ Schaefer shouted,
‘Every paper will have my name in headlines tomorrow. I just can’t
help it.
As Caldwell pitched the fourth ball to Milan, Schaefer hurried
to the batter’s box, removed his cap and shouted:
Open the exists ushers. Folks, get ready to leave. I will now
proceed to break up the game by hitting the first ball pitched to left
field for a single, winning the game.
Had Schaefer failed to deliver he would have been the target
for all kinds of ridicule; but, true to his word, he lined the first ball
to left field for a single, deciding the game in Washington’s favor, 3
to2.

The Washington Herald – October 18, 1911 GERMANY A REAL
ACTOR.
Two Singles and a Double’ is the name of the sketch Germany
Schaefer is billed to play during the theatrical reason this winter.
The Teuton told the writer that he was going to be a regular actor
and had been assured a booking of ten solid weeks by Morris
Bentham. German will play with Grace Belmont and the sketch is
said to be a scream from start to finish. Allan K. Foster is the
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author. Schaefer expects to show at Chase’s in Washington before
the winter season closes.
Harrisburg Daily Independent - October 18, 1911
Germany Schaefer announced that he had signed to go into
vaudeville. He will be in a sketch called 'Two Singles and a Double.'
Winnipeg Tribune - October 27, 1911
And at last Germany Schaefer has yielded to the call of the
stage. For years he has resisted, but he could stand it no longer and
even today he went over to New York for a rehearsal. He opens at
Hammerstein's. In another baseball act will be a quartet of the
Boston Red Sox players who are going over the Keith circuit.
Rock Island Argus- November 4, 1911
Germany Schaefer who gained most of his diamond popularity
with Hughey Jennings' Tigers, is being groomed for a sketch with
Grace Belmont, ten weeks being offered them.
Out in Chicago, Joe Tinker, the Cubs’ prize shortstop, is being
lined up for a Sullivan-Considine tour, while Doc White, the White
Sox twirler, another player who has had stage experience debuting
last fall will once more seek vaudeville honors with his monologue.
King Cole, of the Cubs, will work around Chicago with Jules Von
Tilzer likely for a partner.
It is not unlikely that Mike Donlin will be back in the limelight.
Last, but not least, Charles Faust, the Jinx boy with the Giants
will play ‘pop’ houses.
The Washington Herald – November 12, 1911
Another baseball star has yielded to the golden lure of polite
vaudeville and is following in the footsteps of Mike Donlin, Christy
Mathewson, Meyers, Bender, Dooin, and the others who have added
footlight renown to their fame on the diamond. He is Washington’s
popular and speedy base runner, affectionately and appropriately
nicknamed ‘Germany’ Schaefer of the Washington baseball team.
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In the presentation of his ‘fandom’ sketch. Schaefer has been
fortunate enough to secure as his chief charming support Grace
Belmont, former principal comedienne with Frank Daniels in
‘Sergeant Kitty,’ and also one of the stars of “Peggy from Paris.’
Their comic offering is entitled ‘winning a pennant,’ and it is said to
go a long way toward filling the fans’ aching void between seasons.
So far it is reported to have made an instantaneous hit, and as
Washington is Schaefer’s home station. It is believed that here he
will be given a reception rivaling the ovation following a home run.
Chase’s is the place and the week of November 27 the time.
Variety – November 15, 1911
Germany Schaefer and Grace Belmont will appear at Chase’s
Nov. 27 in a sketch.
Washington Times – November 15, 1911
Washington’s most popular ball player Germany Schaefer,
assisted by Grace Belmont will hold down third position with his
laughing it ‘Winning a Pennant.’
The Washington Herald – November 19, 1911
Grace Belmont, the well-known musical comedy feature,
supporting ‘Germany’ Schaefer, the baseball comedian, at Chase’s
next week, was leading woman with Frank Daniels in ‘Sergeant
Kitty,’ and was conspicuous in ‘Peggy from Paris’ and ‘The Ginger
Bread man.’
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Grace Belmont
The Washington Herald – November 19, 1911
Washington’s poplar ball player ‘Germany’ Schaefer assisted
by Grace Belmont will hold down third position with his laughing in
‘Winning a Pennant.'
Washington Post - November 19, 1911 - Chase's - Florentine singers
Thanksgiving week at Chase's promises to be a gala period.
The headline feature will be the famous Florentine singers. These
celebrated operatic artists from the leading organizations will be
presented by Marion Littlefield, and their repertoire contains many
of the melodies of the old masterpieces. The extra added stellar
offering will be 'Tempest and Sunshine,' the recent hits at the New
York Winter Garden loaned to polite vaudeville for four weeks, one
at Chase's. Washington's popular ball player, 'Germany' Schaefer,
assisted by Grace Belmont, will hold down third position with his
laughing hit, 'Winning a Pennant.'
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The Washington Herald – November 23, 1911
Another special feature will be the introduction of the famous
baseball funny man and first baseman of the Washington team,
’Germany’ Schaefer, who assisted by pretty and piquant Grace
Belmont will present his new and novel baseball farcical fantasy,
‘Winning A pennant.’
The Washington Herald – November 26, 1911 - CHASE POLITE
VAUDEVILLE
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Washington fans will have the long-awaited opportunity to
see on the stage ‘German’ Schaefer, first baseman of the
Washington Americans, reputed to be the funniest man ever on a
ball field. Chaperoned by charming and coquettish Grace Belmont,
’Germany’ will present his new stage success, ‘Winning a Pennant.’
Washington Times & Washington Herald – November 26, 1911

Herald, November 26, 1911
The Washington Times – November 26, 1911
Thanksgiving week’s bill at Chase’s Theater is expected to be
unusually attractive. The Florentine Grand Opera Company will be
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the leading number, and closely following in the bid for favor
probably will be ‘Germany’ Schaefer, assisted by Grace Belmont,
who will present a comedy entitled ‘Winning A Pennant.’

November 26, 1911
Washington Herald - November 26, 1911
Washington's fans will have the long-awaited opportunity to
see on the stage 'Germany' Schaefer, first baseman of the
Washington Americans, reputed to be the funniest man ever on a
ball field. chaperoned by charming and coquettish Grace Belmont,
'Germany' will present his new stage succeeds, 'Winning a Pennant.'
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Washington Herald – November 28, 1911
A packed house greeted Schaefer and Miss Belmont, and both
were given a tremendous ‘hand.’ ‘Germany' Schaefer appeared in a
Washington uniform, and his smile was contagious. That he made a
hit goes without saying. ’Frenchy,’ the best-known Washington
rooter, wore a Tuxedo, and with a party of friends, including L. R.
Reif, F. Fuller, and Ben Jenkins, occupied a box. The inimitable
Frenchy tossed a bunch of American beauty roses at Schaefer for an
encore, and the latter responded with the following tribute; ‘The
greatest hit I ever made in my life.’

November 28, 1911
The Washington Herald – November 28, 1911
SCHAEFER A HIT BEFORE FOOTLIGHTS. Washington
Ball Player is warmly greeted at Chase’s
‘Germany’ Schaefer, the Nationals first baseman, made his
initial appearance before the footlights here at chase’s last night, in
a satire on baseball, entitled ‘Winning the Pennant.’
With the diamond comedian was Grace Belmont of comic
opera fame. The funniest part of the whole act came in the opening
lines, when Miss Belmont asked the question: ‘Why didn’t the
Senators win the pennant?’ to which the Dutchman replied, well,
you see it was like this: It rained on Friday, and Saturday we didn’t
play.
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A packed house greeted Schaefer and Miss Belmont, and both
were given a tremendous ‘hand.’ ‘Germany’ appeared in a
Washington uniform, and his smile was contagious. That he made a
hit goes without saying.
The Washington Times – November 28, 1911 - CHASE’S
The grandstand, the bleachers, and the private boxes at
Chase’s were filled to capacity when it was time for ‘G. Erminie’
Schaefer to come to the bat, in the initial appearance here of the
Grand Old man of the first Sack in ‘ved-vil.’ As he stepped to the
plate he was given an ovation by the ‘rooters,’ and it was some time
before the game was allowed to proceed. On the first ball pitched the
slugging comedian took one to his liking, and the umpire decided he
was entitled to a home run hit, and he immediately scored. In
conjunction with Grace Belmont, of ‘Sergeant Kitty’ fame, Herman
is presenting a skit entitled ‘Winning a Pennant,’ and it proves a
runaway race Washington
The Washington Times – November 28, 1911 SCHAEFER MAKES
HIT ON FIRST PERFORMANCE
G. Erminie Schaefer, prince of diamond comedians, and a
diamond among stage comedians, was the real big hit of the Chase
bill yesterday, about all the fans who could get tickets flocking to
give him a welcome at once loud and sympathetic. ‘Winning a
Pennant’ is Schaefer’s vehicle of fame, and he is assisted by Miss
Grace Belmont, late star of “Peggy from Paris,’ and ‘The GingerBread man.’ The Dutchman is at ease behind the footlights, talks
plainly cracks his jokes clearly, throwing one of his wide winks
toward his friends in the boxes, and moves around as if his feet were
not anchored to the stage.
It, for the comedian is right at home behind the footlights, even
though he does spend a lot of time listening to the singing.
The Washington Herald – November 28, 1911 - CHASE’S POLITE
VADUEVILLE
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The supplementary feature is ‘Germany’ Schaefer, the
Washington player, who is assisted in a catchy sketch by Miss Grace
Belmont. The popular ball tosser has been before the baseball
limelight for years, but this is his first attempt to win footlight
honors, and this effort is sincere, and it must be said that his batting
average as an actor is higher than Christy Mathewson and Chief
Meyers. ‘Germany’ should improve in time, but nevertheless he can
sing as good as Mike Donlin can dance. Miss Belmont has a
charming voice, and if “Germany gets his in tune this pair should
form an acceptable duo. ‘Germany’s good nature makes him an
entertaining attraction.
The Washington Herald – November 28, 1911 - Schaefer a hit before
footlights – Washington ball player is warmly greeted at Chase’s.
‘Germany’ Schaefer, the Nationals’ first baseman, made his
initial appearance before the footlights here at Chase’s last night, in
a satire on baseball, entitled ‘Winning a Pennant.’
With the diamond comedian was Grace Belmont, of comic
opera fame. The funniest part of the whole act came in the opening
lines, when Miss Belmont asked the question: “Why didn’t the
Senators win the pennant?’ to which the Dutchman replied: ‘Well,
you see it was like this. It rained on Friday, and Saturday we didn’t
play.’
A packed house greeted Schaefer and Miss Belmont, and both
were given a tremendous ‘hand.’ ‘Germany’ appeared in a
Washington uniform, and his smile was contagious. That he made it
goes without saying.
‘Frenchy,’ the best-known Washington rooter, wore a Tuxedo,
and with a party of friends including L. R. Reif, F. Fuller, and Ben
Jenkins, occupied a box. The inimitable Frenchy tossed a bunch of
American Beauty roses at Schaefer for an encore, and the latter
responded with the following tribute: ‘The greatest hit I ever made
in my life.’
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Washington Post - November 28, 1911 - Chase's-Polite Vaudeville
A wide diversity of entertainments, ranging from a
handwriting dog to our own 'Germany' Schaefer, iiss offered the
patrons of Chase's Theater this week. Th
There
ere is nothing particularly
heavy on the bill, a grand opera tr
troupe
oupe alone appearing in a
nonluagh-producing effort. The rest of the numbers fill in two hours
admirably enough to cause those in front of the footlights to feel that
it has not been time wasted.
Interest, of course, centers in the first appearance here as a
'matinee Idol' of the Washington baseball club's first baseman. He is
assisted by Miss Grace Belmont. Miss Belmont might not be able to
help out on the ball diamond, but in the firm's acting ability she
holds the majority of stock.
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November 28, 1911
The Washington Times – Nov 29, 1911
Germany Schaefer is making a bit hit on the stage, in spite of
his sketch. You just can’t keep a funny man from being funny, and
Dutch is going along, winning applause and American beauties twice
a day, even though he had a deaf man with one eye and bum
runner’s pound out that sketch. If Schaefer would only have
somebody put in some baseball and cut out some of that grand
opera and sentimental stuff, say, there’d be nothing to it, for the
comedian is right at home behind the footlights, even though he does
spend a lot of time listening to the singing.
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The Washington Times – November 30, 1911 – The ringing applause
of hunders of fans at Chase’-Is cute ‘cut up.’
G. Erminie Schaefer, actor. No more will he worry when the
stiff wing declines to yield to the skillfl massageur, the knots in his
thighs refuse to go down under the fingers of Mike Martin and his
eyes are unable to see the fast ones when they shoot across the dish.
He’s an actor now, a regular two-a-day actor-man now. His act at
Chase’s this week is packing the house and is getting more applause
than any other on the bill. The fans, all friends of Schaefer, are
flocking to the theater to give him a real start in stage life. He’s
running away, too, in his fight for the stage pennant.
‘This is some act I’ve got, too,’ explained Herman to the writer
before the comedian first-sacker had made his bow before a
Washington audience. ‘It’ not some aaws here and there.
Know; a few wild heaves and a couple o’ dropped throws at
second, but by the time we’ve got it polished up a bit, we’ll be
putting ‘em’ across with the best o’ these world’s champions.
‘The girl comes on first, y’ know, the song stuff. Then the supes
out in back make a holer and I catch the girl’s hat that drops from
her window. Than I come on.
From every Corner
‘After bowing my appreciation for the applause from every
corner of the aren-ah, ah, the theater-I say something. She says
something and I answer her and-and-we talk, you know. I answer
five pages o’ cues, I ought to know how much I say in this act. I pull
a few jokes and then take my seat on the bench, that’s a divan in the
corner.
‘From the bench I go to first, that’s a chair. Y’ss. I’m supposed
to be stuck on the girl, and when I win her, why-then I’ve won my
pennant, see? I steal second, get to third, and-as I always do on the
ball field, when I get that far, I score, I score, m-boy. And when I
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score in this act, I cop my ‘pennant,’’ that’s the girl. Oh, this is some
act.’
Right here it might be said that Herman does some other
things beside win his ‘pennant.’ As a Marathon traveler, he’s there
with bells on. While the girl talks throughn the telephone Herman
proceeds to cover all the ground in sight. Within the first five
minutes of his appearancew at Chase’s he traveled just 436 yards 2
feet and 71/2 inches, around the table, behind the chairs, out to the
bbalcony, and, finally, through the door and out of sight. Old man
Weston and Dan O’Leary have been put to shame by G. Erminie
Schaefer.
Can’t keep him still
You just can’t keep that dutchman still, once he shoows up, bat
in hand. He jmps around like a kitten, winks broadly at the bass
drummer, grins at a friend in a box, and cuts up generally. He’s
enjoying this act almost as much as he does baseball. He moves
around as easily as if he had been on the stage for years.
There’s a little of everything in the act: some singing by the
girl, Miss Grace Belmont, some jugging (?), some dancing, some
love-making, and a whole lot of G. Ernimie Schaefer. Herman goes
right to his love-making, too, believe me. He enjoys clasping that
‘pennant' to his manly bosom, meanwhile casting a wink in the
direction of the house.
As soon as Herman gets going, finds his feet, as it were, he’s
going to put a whole lot more baseball into his sketch, somehow
forgotten by the author. The latter has imagined Schaefer to be
another Christy Mathewsonn or ‘Chief’ Meyers, which he isn’t.
Herman is a real actor-man, not a near one. Then you beware, you
‘Chief’ Bender and Morgan and Coombs, you Ty Cobb, you Jimmy
Callahan, you Joe Tinker, and Charlie Dooin. Don’t ever play in the
same town with this Herman Shaefer for he’ll have the crowds, and
you’ll all have nothng but the bleachers and a stack of rain checks.
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Washington Times - November 30, 1911 - Herman Schaefer wins a
pennant. Nationals' comedian first sacker cops in bunting to the
ringing appluase of hundreds of fans at Chase's-is cut 'cut-up.'
G. Erminie Schaefer, actor. No more will he worry when the
stiff wing declines to yield to the skillful massageur, the knots in his
thighs refus to go down under the finers of Mike Martin and his
eyes are unable to see the fast ones when they shoot across the dish.
He's an actor now, a regular two-a-day actor-man now. His act at
Chase's this week is packing the house and is getting more applause
than any other on the bill. The fans, all friends of Schaefer, are
flocking to the theater to give him a real start in stage life. He's
running away, too, in his fight for the stage pennant.
'This is some act I've got, too,' explained Heerman to the
writer before the comedian first-sacker had made his bow before a
Washington audience. 'It's got some awe here and there, y' know; a
few wild heaves and a couple o' dropped throws at second, but by
the time we've got it polished up a bit, we'll be putting 'em across
with the best o' these world's champions.
'The girl comes on first, y' know, and does the grand opera
little-you know, the song stuff. Then the supes out in back make a
holler and I catch the girl's hat that drops from her window. Then I
come on.
From Every Corner
'After bowing my appreciation for the applause from every
corner of the arena-ah, ah, the theater-I may something. she says
something and I answer her and-and-we talk, you know. I answer
five pages o' cues, I ought to know how much I say in this act. I pull
a few jokes and then take my seat on the bench, that's adivan in the
corner.
'From the bench I go to first, that's a chair. Y'see, I' supposed
to be stuck on the girl, and when I win her, why-then I've won my
pennant,see? I steal second, get to third, and-as I always do on the
ball field, when I get that far, I score. I score, m'boy. And when I
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score in this act, I cop my 'pennant,' that's the girl. Oh, this is some
act.'
Right here it might be said that Herman does some other
things beside win his 'pennant.' As a Marather traveler, he's there
with bells on. While the girl talks through the telephone Herman
proceeds to cover all the ground in sight. Within the first five
minutes of his appearance at Chase's he traveled just 456 yards 2
feet and 71/2 inches, around the table, behind the chairs, out to the
balcony, and, finally, through the door and out of sight. Old man
Weston and than O'leary habve been put to shame by G. Erminis
Schaefer.
Can't Keep Him Still
You just can't keep that dutchman still, once he shows up, bat
in hand. He jumps around like a kitten, winks broadly at the bass
drummer, grins at a fariend in a box, and cuts up generally. He's
enjoying this act almost as mcuh as he does baseball. He moves
around as easily as if he had been on the stage for years.
There's a little of everything in the act; some singing by the
girl, Miss Grace Belmont, some juggling (?), some dancing, some
love-making, and a whole lot of G.. Errninie Schaefer. Herman goes
right ot his love-making, toio, believe me. He enjoys clasping that
'pennant' to his manly bosom, meanwhhile casting a wink in the
direction of the house.
As soon as Herman gets going, finds his feet, as it were, he's
going to put a whole lot more baseball into his sketch, somehow
forgotten by the author. the latter has imagined Schaefer to be
anothe Christy Mathewson, or 'Chief' Meyers, which he isn't.
Herman is a real actor-man, not a near one. Then you beware, you
'Chief' Bender and Morgan and Coombs, you Ty Cobb, you Jimmy
Callahan, you Joe Tinker, and Charlie Dooin. Don't ever play in the
same town with this Herman Schaefer for he'll have the crowds, and
you'll all have nothing but the bleachers and a stack of rain checks.
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Lima News - December 6, 1911
Germany Schaefer, the renowned player of the Washington
Senators, is making a hit on the vaudeville stage. He made his debut
on the stage at Washington the other day and the fans flocked to the
theater.
The Washington Times – December 18, 1911
G. Erminie Schaefer, after inflicting his friends here for one
solid week with ‘Winning a Pennant,’ opens his engagement Detroit
today. Last week he rested in Chicago. There are rumors that he
also worked hard on his act, doing his best to make it a baseball act,
rather than a sentimental bunch of rot. As he showed here, Schaefer
was a fine ‘feeder’ for Miss Belmont, though nobody cared much
about the lady. They wanted to see Schaefer do something, and got
little reward. Here’s hoping the Dutchman has had somebody with
more than half an ounce of brains rewrite that act of his, and give
the baseball star something to do besides walk from chair to chair.
Schaefer certainly has many friends in Detroit and I shall watch for
the reports to see how his show ‘takes.’
The Washington Times – December 18, 1911 – Schaefer to get warm
welcome by Detroit admirers. Charley William arranges theater
party for Nationals’ comedian.
‘Germany’ Schaefer, once captain and second-sacker of the
Tigers, will receive a rousing welcome when he comes on the Temple
stage tonight. In honor of Schaefer’s first stage appearance in
Detroit, manager Charley Williams has arranged a theater party of
‘Germany’s old comrades to greet him. Members of the Detroit
team, past, present and future, who are wintering or living in
Detroit, have been invited to occupy the lower boxes of the Temple,
as the guests of Herman Schaefer. This invitation also includes
members of other big teams who are spending the winter here.
To Bill Donovan and Marty McIntyre has been entrusted the
job of rounding up the bunch, and both report success. Of the
present Tiger players, Sam Crawford, Davy Jones and Bill Donovan
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are expected to attend. Eddie Killian and Eddie Siever, members of
the pennant-winning Tigers have also promised to be present. Other
members of the team, Dr. Casey, Jimmy Barrett, Joe Yeager, Lew
McAllister, and Fritz Beulow, will be on hand, with Eddie Clarke of
the St. Louis Americans. McIntyre will represent the Chicago White
Sox, and Freddie Payne the Baltimore team.
The Washington Times – Dec 22, 1911
Reports from Detroit have it that both Germany Schaefer and
Ty Cobb are drawing capacity houses to see their theatrical
endeavors. The Nationals’ star has had his sketch re-written and the
poor Detroit fans can’t choose between their present hero Cobb, and
their hero of other days, Schaefer. So they go to see both of them.
Demidji Daily Pioneer - December 28, 1911
‘Germany’ Schaefer met Clark Griffith after Clark had
witnessed Schaefer’s vaudeville act. ‘How did you like it?’ queried
‘Germany’ Schaefer of Griffith. ‘You’re a good baseball player,’
replied Griffith.
1912
Washington Herald – May 3, 1912
Germany Schaefer practiced a new vaudeville stunt when he
pantom-mically rubbed his hands in the dust and pretended to wash
his face in the same substance. Dutch will use this on the ‘stoige’
next season.
El Paso Herald – May 15, 1912
Schaefer is a humorist and so is Charley O’Leary. Their
double harness act was great.
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Schaefer
Arizona Republican – July 23, 1912

The Day Book – August 3, 1912
Nick Altrock and Herman Schaefer practicing comedy. Stunts
on the sidewalk.
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The Washington baseball club, which arrives in Chicago
tomorrow, employs two clowns, following the example set by the late
P. T. Barnum.
The fun-makers of the Washington team are Herman
(Germany) Schaefer and Nick Altrock, comedians extraordinary,
who are carried as players, but who have nothing to do but amuse
the fans.
Arlie Latham was the original baseball cut-up, in the days of
Chris von der Ahe and the St. Louis ‘Browns.’ The next was Hugh
Jennings, manager of the Detroit club, who mixed his entertaining
antics with signals to his players.
Jennings became the rage until Schaefer made him look like a
counterfeit, before a Detroit crowd, and sent him fuming to the
bench, declaring ‘That Dutchman ought not be permitted on the
field.’
Schaefer and Altrock have passed the day when they are
recked as big league players.
The Washington Herald – October 5, 1912
Germany Schaefer and Nick Altrock eased up a bit on the
comedy which featured the opening game of the series. The fans
asked early for a repetition of Altrock’s boxing act and Nick favored
several innings later with a wrestling match against himself that was
even more ludicrous than the boxing performance.
The Washington Herald – October 18, 1912
Germany Schaefer and Nick Altrock, the Nationals comedians,
are rehearsing in earnest for their vaudeville act and open up in a
Brooklyn Theater Saturday, playing two shows.
Herman and Nick will pull off their coaching stunts that
gained them so much notoriety this summer, and the act from start
to finish is a scream. It is expected that this pair of fun makers will
appear at one of the Washington show houses early in November.
The Washington Herald –October 27, 1912
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Manager McGraw of the Giants, has signed up for fifteen
weeks to do a monologue act in vaudeville. Hughey Jennings is going
into the same line of work with a black face comedian as his partner.
‘Germany’ Schaefer tried the stage last winter. He was said to be
funnier on the stage, but the price of eggs was high last winter and
so ‘Germany’ survived the ordeal.
1913
The Washington Herald – March 4, 1913
Schaefer with Nick Altrock, managed to get in a month or so
with their vaudeville act playing Detroit, Kansas City, Chicago and
other cities. According to the Teuton and Foster backs him up in his
assertion, the Schaefer/Altrock combination is easily the best
baseball act in vaudeville.
The Washington Herald – April 7, 1913
Germany Schaefer and Nick Altrock put on their baseball act
at the Gayety Theater yesterday afternoon and last night before
packed houses, and were royally received. The act itself is one of
merit, and is most unique. The comedians kept the audience in an
uproar throughout.
In a speech to the crowd last night Schaefer Cooly informed
them that Washington would win the pennant, and invited all to be
on hand to witness the opening game of the World’s Series in the
concrete Coliseum next October.
Washington Herald – July 6, 1913
Nick Altrock and Germany Schaefer always appear at their
best before a New York audience, possibly because New Yorkers
appreciate their funny stuff practice more than do the fans of other
cities in the American League circuit.
Both the comedians kept the crowd in an uproar before the
time to start the afternoon game here Friday, and Altrock gave
them everything he had in his repertoire.
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1914
The Washington Herald – January 20, 1914 - Characteristic
Interview with Mr. Herman Schaefer
Question- Mr. Schaefer, is it true that you drew large crowds
to see you vaudeville sketch? Answer-My boy, the houses were
packed from cellar to ceiling. The people went simply wild when I
appeared.
Question-Did you play the big towns?’ Answer-‘The big
towns? Well, I should say I did. Detroit, Chicago and Kansas City. I
guess, are the big towns, ain’t they’ and the people went wild over
our act. When I came forth upon the forum, the thunder of their
applause was sweet to my ears.
Question-Well, what kind of an act did you have” Answer-My
boy, we had the greatest act on the American stage. Nick and me.
And when I came forth upon the forum, like this, stretching my
hand to stop the applause, the people went wild.
Question-I know all about that, but what did you do? AnswerWhat did I do? My boy, the people don’t ask me to do anything.
There is something about the old boy that captivates throngs with a
mere glance, and when I came forth upon the forumQuestion-Are you ever going back to vaudeville” Answer-Am I
ever going back. My boy, I turned down offers from Belasco, Keith,
Shubert and the K. and E. forces this winter. They’ll all be after me
again. They all know that when I come forth upon the forum the
people go wild over me and my act. And when I….
The Washington Herald – November 12, 1916 - PLAYERCOMEDIAN SLATED FOR STAGE
‘Germany’ Schaefer, world-famous baseball comedian, is
about to transfer his antics from the coaching lines to the vaudeville
stage. In the near future he will be seen in a sketch entitled ‘’In the
Ball Game.' Schaefer has been rehearsing in New York since the
World Series and has convinced not only John J. McGraw and Bill
Donovan, but also Sam Harris and George Cohan that he will be a
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big card for the variety house managers. The sketch brings out
Schaefer’s natural comic gift which has amused thousands and
thousands of fans throughout the country. During his long career
Schaefer played in both major leagues, playing with Chicago in the
National, and Detroit, Washington and New York in the American.
He is one of the most popular and best liked player ever connected
with the game and ball players, sporting men and theatergoers will
be glad to see him wherever his act is booked.
The Tucumcaire News and Tucumcari Times - January 16, 1919 Comedy for baseball fans - President of san Francisco would hire
Nick Altrock and others to amuse spectators.
After-war fashions will give us a lot of new things in many
endeavors and it will bring new things into professional baseball,
too. Take the idea of Dr. Charles H. Strub, President of the San
Francisco club of the Pacific Coast League, as an example. Here
what he suggests:
‘If I have my way we will instill a little jass into baseball out
this way next season. I want men like Nick Altrock, Germany
Schaefer and young Sawyer, real baseball comedians, in the league
to put a little life into the sport. If I can I will get one and possibly
two of these men for the local club to do utility roles and furnish
some for the fans. The games here last year were too dead. I want a
fighting ball club and a noisy one.’
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Schaefer, to entertain fans with comedy from coaching box

Washington Times, November 22, 1919
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Rube Waddell
1876-1914

Born on Friday the 13th, died April Fool's Day
Waddell was born in Bradford, Pa. (1876-1914). He was, by
most historians (and doctors) the most eccentric and unpredictable
baseball player in the major, then and now. In mid game he would
leave the mound and chase after a fire engine or leave and go
fishing. It is said that Waddell suffered from a developmental
disability, may have been retarded, autism or an attention deficit
disorder. Let us just say that he was quite a character and a great
pitcher. On July 1, 1902 he struck out three batters on 9 pitches.
Another time he had his outfielders play near the infield and got the
side out. His record for season strike outs of 349 was only surpassed
by Sandy Koufax in 1965 and later by Nolan Ryan. In 1903 he had
302 strikeouts. In 1904 he had 344 strikeouts. In 1905 – 287
strikeouts with a record of 27-10 with an ERA of 1.48, earning the
triple-crown. He once had 16 strikeouts in one game. He had a
burning fastball and a hard curve. In his career he had 50 shutouts.
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Helping with the flood of 1912 in Hickman Kentucky. He developed
pneumonia and eventually died of the aliment.
After the 1913 season Rube Waddell took a turn at bad acting.
He toured the nation in a vaudeville play, The Strain of Guilt,’
garnering critical acclaim not so much for his thespian abilities (he
was allowed by his fellow actors to improvise his lines – as he was
incapable of remembering them), but for his ability to ‘throw a
villain twice as far as Kyle Bellew.’ Waddell was able to parlay his
stage success into higher wages at the ballpark.
Waddell’s most memorable sketch may have occurred in his
tour with a theatrical group in the fall of 1903. The all-time
screwball of baseball was in the play ‘The Stain of Guilt,’ a spinetingling four-act melodrama. Rube proved equally charismatic and
unpredictable on stage. Waddell had only two minutes in each scene,
and the ensuing repair bill were enormous for even those few
minutes. (Chicago Journal)
Rube Waddell’s Theater of the Absurd – Dan O’Brien
Waddell’s most eventful stretch may have occurred during his
tour of duty with a theatrical troupe in the fall of 1903. Baseball’s
all-time screwball was the featured attraction in ‘The Stain of
Guilt,’ a spine-tingling four-act melodrama. Rube proved equally
charismatic and unpredictable onstage.
He (Waddell)) is let out only two minutes in each scene, and the
ensuing repair bills are pretty bulky for even those few minutes
Chicago Journal observed.
William Garen, a theatrical manager in St. Louis, hoped to
cash in on Rube’s immense popularity, in May of 1903, Garen
signed Waddell to star in his production ’A Stain of Guilt.’ The
contract called for Rube to join the traveling show after the
conclusion of the baseball season, about a month after the play’s
opening
Written by Louisville actor-playwright Walter Mathews, ‘The
Stain of Guilt' was a vintage turn of the century melodrama,
featuring the proverbial ‘damsel in distress’ and ubiquitous leering
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villain. Each of the four acts built to a thrilling conclusion, including
an explosion as the curtain fell on Act III.
Garen revised Mathews’ original work and added a part
written especially for Rube Waddell. He would play himself, the
‘World Renowned and Sensational baseball pitcher, who
inexplicably doubled as a ‘special deputy’ to aid the distressed
heroine?
Decades before Strasberg, Rube Waddell may have unwillingly
pioneered ‘method acting’ in American theater as he brought forth
a painful realism to his performances. He attacked both his role and
the play’s antagonist with gusto and early gave literal meaning to
the phrase, ‘break a leg.’
When it came to that part of the show where Rube and the
villain do business, the tall pitcher went at his man in earnest,’ The
Sporting Life reported, ’and after dragging him all over the stage,
wound up with a punch that lifted the unfortunate actor clear off
the stage and landed him among the musicians in the orchestra.’
Rube’s stage reputation grew so did the challenge in casting actors
to play the villains part. At one stop, a college football player
assumed the role.
The prospect of an acting career proved a major distraction
for the easily-detracted Waddell long before he hooked up with the
company. Pitching for the venerable Connie Mack, manager and
part owner of the Philadelphia Athletics, Rube’s final numbers for
1903 seem impressive; 21 games and a modern major league record
302 strike outs.
During a stop in Chicago Rube decided to check out the
competition. He wangled a backstage pass for a matinee
performance of ‘The James Boys of Missouri.’ While watching from
the wings, Rube spied the troupe’s set of props, including a cache of
guns. During one of the play’s more tranquil scenes-as the heroine
implored Jesse James to reform-Rube suddenly strolled onstage,
firing a prop revolver from each hand.
The whole space behind the scene was full of smoke and blank
cartridge wads,’ reported The Sporting News,’ and a panic might
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have started had not Jesse James, with great presence of mind,
shouted out, ’The soldiers are upon us, hear their volley’s. Seven
stagehands were required to subdue the man-child, who was
promptly ‘hustled forth into the October afternoon.’
Undaunted, Rube ventured down the street to another theater
and ‘Her First False Step’ a play which featured ‘a den of wild
lions.’ Rube again with backstage access, suddenly envisioned
himself a lion tamer. He climbed into the cage for a friendly tussle
with one of the beasts.
‘When they extracted what was left of Rube from the embrace
of the playful creatures,’ recalled the Sporting News, ‘one of
Waddell’s hands was bitten clear through, his shoulder streaked
with long scratches and his clothes wouldn’t have made a potato
look half covered.
By the time ‘The Stain’ reached Wheeling, West Virginia,
Rube was physically mended but his finances were in major
disrepair. Daniels refused him another salary advance, Rube left
the show in a huff and began tending bar at a local pub.
Joining the ample ranks of out-of-work actors, Rube-with his
forgiving bride-returned to his parents’ home in the town of
Prospect, about 60 miles north of Pittsburgh.
But when audience support for ‘The Stain’ lagged during
Rube’s absence Daniels dispatched the company’s press agent,
former sportswriter Joe Finnegan to bring back the peripatetic
pitcher.
Shortly before a Tuesday matinee Waddell showed up at the
stage door with a ‘bevy of Camden friends.’ Rube and his entourage
were denied entry and a confrontation ensued. The next day, a huge
sign appeared outside the theater entrance, announcing Rube
Waddell was no longer with the company. His trunks were
unceremoniously dumped into the alley ‘to the great detriment of
certain of his professional accoutrements,’ according to Rube. Thus
ended Rube Waddell’s career as a ‘serious’ actor.
The Chicago Journal-HTF – Dan O’Brien
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Still, Waddell’s most eventful stretch may have occurred
during his tour of duty with a theatrical troupe in the fall of 1903.
Baseball’s all-time screwball was the feature attraction in ‘The Stain
of Guilt,’ a spine-tingling four-act melodrama. Rube proved equally
charismatic and unpredictable on stage.
He (Waddell) is let out only two minutes in each scene, and the
ensuing repair bills are pretty bulky for even those few minutes.

Waddell
St Paul Globe – September 21, 1891
‘The Stain of Guilt,’ a new melodrama that is being produced
by Havlin & Stair, will open at the Park this afternoon for a half
week’s engagement. The play is sensational, but is said to be very
interesting. Two local favorites will be seen in the cast-Miss Lillian
Dwight Booth, who has appeared in several different offerings at the
park, and John Rucker, the ‘Alabama Blossom,’ a product of
Indianapolis. Perhaps the star attraction will be Rube Waddell, the
ball player, who is cast for a heroic part. When Waddell signed his
contract with the show’s managers there were those who made
sarcastic remarks regarding his histrionic talent, but it is said that
the ball player has turned out to be quite an actor. Others in the
large cast are Oscar Dane, J. C. Heenan, George Miller, J. C.
Turner, George Melville and Rachel Acton.
1903
Moberly Monitor - September 5, 1903
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Tonight, at Hegarty's, the 'Stain of Guilt', Rube Waddell, the
famous baseball pitcher will take an important part.
Washington Times – May 19, 1903
Manager ‘Billy’ Garen, of the Havlin Theater, said that he had
obtained ‘Rube’ Waddell’s signature to a contract to play a part in
his ‘Stain of Guilt’ show company, which has just closed a tour of
the East and West. There is no part in the cast just fitted for Rube’s
talents, but a little thing like that does not bother Garen, and he will
have the play rewritten to fit Waddell. Rube goes with the troupe
this fall.
Salt Lake Herald – May 31, 1903
George Edward Waddell, National League pitcher, called by
the vulgar, ’Rube’ who is gradually acquiring a large reputation as
a participant interesting events, has signed a contract to appear on
the stage next season in a sketch entitled ‘The Stain of Guilt,’ to be
managed by William Garen. The play will, it is said, be produced in
New York City Oct. 2. Waddell will receive $40 a week for his
services on the stage. Mr. Garen has given orders for the printing of
numerous lithographs of the twirler, to be used in advance work.
St. Louis Republic – June 7, 1903 – Stage ambition of Waddell
causes friends to wonder. Whether tastes run to the melodramatic
or deep tragedy yet to be revealed.
‘Rube’ Waddell, back home with the champs, verifies the
statement sent out from St. Louis a week ago that he was going on
the stage next fall.
Announcement has been duly made that Waddell would
forsake the diamond for the stage this winter, but there lurks a
mystery as to what sort of part he will play in the ‘Stain of Guilt.’
Of course, he will be the hero. If they cast him for the heavy
part he would break up the show, and the ‘supers’ would have to
fish the hero out of a tank of real water or something like that, while
the climaxes went to ‘smash bang’ crash destruction.
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Furthermore, Waddell will look the part of a stage hero and
will extricate the heroine and himself from peril with all the éclat
with which he puts three strikes over, after allowing the batsman to
accumulate three balls.
One Philadelphia scribe opined that George E. should attack
the part of Hamlet, ‘the daffy Danheimer,’ but nobody could see
him in a part like that. It is hoped that the Stain of Guilt’ will be
rubbed into a revival of ‘Blue Jeans’ for ‘Rubes’ benefit. Anyway,
the big pitcher has a contract that calls for $500 per week. Cornelius
McGillicuddy is certain ‘Rube will succeed in the venture.
‘He takes to it naturally,’ said the elongated manager of the
Athletics. ‘He will be the whole show, however they cast him. He will
be Waddell all the time.’
The ‘Rube’ is not the only ballplayer to assault the dramatic
muse. Bill Hallman of the Phillies plays a German comedy creation
very acceptably, and is becoming a better actor with each
succeeding season. Captain Adrian Anson played a special part in a
play built for him by Charles W. Hoyt, entitled ‘A Runaway Colt.’
The big Chicagoan took his part as seriously as a funeral, and
before the tour was half over he was a ‘Runaway Colt.’ Indeed, and
his understudy was speaking the lines, Anson never tackled the
stage again.
Washington Times – June 23, 1903
Rube Waddell has just received the typewritten part he is to
play in ‘The Stain of guilt.’ There is more action than lines. In one
place he says; ‘I wish now I had not taken a drink with that man. He
doesn’t look good to me.’ In another Rube hits a Dago on the wrist
with a baseball bat and prevents him from shooting a lady in the eye
with a horse pistol. The great actor rehearses daily in the robe he
wears over his uniform. When the Dago says; ‘who the deuce are
you?’ Rube peels off the robe, and while the Dago is gazing at the
word ‘Athletics’ on the shirt Rube gets in his tragic work with the
bat. It is hound to be a great play.
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Waddell
Rising Sun – August 14, 1903
Rube Waddell, the baseball pitcher, is going on the stage, and
will appear in Moberly in the fall.
St. Louis Republic – August 20, 1903
Rehearsals for ‘Rube’ Waddell’s entry into stage-land were
held while the eccentric southpaw was here the early part of the
week.
‘Rube’ took his first fall out of the stage last Monday, and no
matter how much ‘Rube’ may like the new role, the rest of the
company are not stuck on the job. George Edward is too robust for
an actor and several of his fellow Thespians are mean enough to
assert that nature intended ‘Rube’ for a piano mover or safe lifter.
Rube’s’ introduction to the company that is to play the ‘Stain
of Guilt’ was very lively. The southpaw made his entry by grasping
the soubrette like a dumb-bell and hosting her aloft at arm’s length.
This little courtesy would have been all right had ‘Rube’ ceased his
attentions at this point. He went a bit too far, however, by dropping
the lady’s ruffled feelings into a barrel of stage lightning, which
shocked her.
But the strenuous part came when ‘Rube’ ordered the villain
to unhand the heroine.
‘To the bench with you,’ Waddell is supposed to say, and then
he gives the villain a gentle push. ’Rube’ gave a jerk that slammed
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the elderly actor over the footlights into the orchestra stall. Before
striking the bottom the villain wrecked three music stands and
rammed one leg through the bass drum.
‘We can see our end now,’ whispered the rest of the actors as
the ruined villain crawled back to the stage. He was mad.
St. Louis Republic – August 23, 1903
Joe Finnegan, a well-known sporting writer, has been secured
by ‘Billy’ Garen as advance agent for the ‘Stain of Guilt’ company,
in which ‘Rube’ Waddell will star after the close of the baseball
season. Finnegan’s acquaintance with players and writers
throughout the baseball circuits will give him an edge over his
competitors in his new field of work.

Waddell’s Glove
Paducah Sun – August 31, 1903
Rube Waddell and James J. Corbett are talking of starring
together in vaudeville and the other two has-beens, Pitcher Freeman
of Jackson and invincible Brockett of Cario might go then and do
likewise.
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Rube Waddell
Evening World - September 3, 1903 – Pitcher Waddell as a Stage
Hero. Erratic ‘Rube’ has a thrilling part in coming production of
‘The Stain of Guilt,’ and is now rehearsing it.
At the Polo Grounds yesterday an advance agent for ‘Rube’
Waddell distributed bundies of circulars announcing the
appearance of the famous pitcher in a play called ‘The Stain of
Guilt.’
According to Joe Finnegan, of St. Louis, who hope to back
Richard Mansfield off the boards with his protégé of the diamond,
this drama is ‘rich in its pathos, sensational in story, thrilling in
situation, romantic in incident’ every scene a climax, and the most
strenuous and daring piece of human deviltry in all the records of
crime.’
Between suspension, etc., ‘Rube’ is rehearing his part, which
consists mostly in the lines ‘You coward!’ The scene where ‘Rube’ is
particularly strong takes place in the “Old Groggery.’ The heroine,
Chiquita, stolen from home when an infant and made to believe
herself the sister of a ‘tough Italian, has been ‘repeatedly beaten.’
Later she is identified as the daughter of a ‘wealthy banker.’
Horace Maydewell is a ‘society villain;’ Jim Burford is the
falsely accused cashier of a bank, ‘wholesouled, generous and honest
as the day is long.’
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’Rube’ knocks daylight out of Horace Maydewell with a
whiskey bottle, the property being furnished by the ground-keeper
of the Athletic grounds, who discovered the bottle back of the
players’ bench. In the first rehearsal ‘Rube’ sulked because they
gave him an empty bottle. He said it was not realistic. The public is
assured this mistake will not be repeated.
Salt Lake Herald – September 5, 1903
‘Rube’ Waddell, the erratic baseball pitcher, will take to the
stage this winter and audiences will probably take to the woods.
‘Rube’ will do a thinking part, with a little speaking, in ’The Strain
of Guilt.’ At the proper them, ‘Rube will rush in, crying, ’Back, you
villain!’ and the curtain will then drop.
St. Louis Republic – September 7, 1903
Manager William Garen’s production of ‘The Stain of Guilt’
was on view at Havlin’s Theater last night. G. E. (Rube) Waddell
made his debut as an actor. Rachel Acton was again seen as
Chiquia, the abused street girl. Oscar Dane played the detective.
The drama has been slightly elaborated since it was last seen
here and changes are all for the better. A special Labor Day matinee
will be given today.
St. Louis Republic – September 7, 1903
‘Rube’ Waddell opened his theatrical engagement with the
‘Stain of Guilt’ company at Havlin’s yesterday to packed houses,
both afternoon and evening, No one was injured or struck out in
yesterday’s performances, but the actors will have to deal gently
with the ‘Reuben’ for the next five days, or there will be a squad of
thespians parading the streets of St. Louis done up in cotton batting
and bandages.

St Paul Daily Globe – September 21, 1903
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‘The Stain of Guilt,’ a new melodrama that is being produced
by Havlin & Stair, will open at the Park this afternoon for a half
week’s engagement. The play is sensational, but is said to be very
interesting. Two local favorites will be seen in the cast-Miss Lillian
Dwight Booth, who has appeared in several different offerings at the
Park, and John Rucker, the ‘Alabama Blossom,’ a product of
Indianapolis. Perhaps the star attraction will be ‘Rube’ Waddell the
ball player, who is cast for a heroic part. When Waddell signed his
contract with the show’s managers there were those who made
sarcastic remarks regarding his histrionic talent, but it is said that
the ball player has turned out to be quite an actor. Others in the
large cast are Oscar Dane, J. C. Heenan, George Miller, J. C.
Turner, George Melville and Rachel Acton.

Waddell

September 22. 1903
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(Rube’s name spelt wrong)
Saint Paul Globe – September 22, 1903 – News from Rube Waddell
Rube Waddell, the pitcher who is here with a theatrical
company, admitted today that he would play next year with the
Philadelphia Americans. He has signed a contract with manager
Mack.

Waddell
Daily Public Ledger – September 25, 1903 – ‘The Stain of Guilt’
‘The Stain of Guilt’ is a play by a Louisville man, Mr. Walter
Mathews, and in many respects is a marvel of construction. The
prime feature of the show is the participation of Mr. G. E. Rube
Waddell, the famous pitcher. As a rescuer of earful maidens in
distress and a general adjuster of things gone wrong in any line Mr.
Waddell is right there with the goods, and he did not make a single
error. The company is really a good one. Oscar Dane, as the
detective, wins the uproarious approbation of the ‘gods.’ Miss
Rachel Acton, as the much-imposed-upon heroine, is pretty and
attractive, and Miss Mattie Lockette is a very clever dancer and
sings some jolly little songs. A commendable piece of acting was
done by Mr. George D. Melville, who plays the part of the bloodthirsty Italian. At the Washington Opera House Tuesday,
September 29th.
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September 26, 1903
Evening Bulletin – September 26, 1903
Rube Waddell, the famous baseball pitcher, is playing an
original part in ‘The Stain of guilt’ that will be at the Opera house
Tuesday night.
Evening Bulletin – September 28, 1903
Sale of seats for ‘The Stain of Guilt’ and Rube Waddell will
open at Ray’s Drug store Tuesday morning.
Indianapolis Journal – October 4, 1903
Rube Waddell, who won his fame as a baseball player in the
American League, has a prominent place in the cast of ‘A Stain of
Guilt,’ which was written especially for him. The play comes to the
Park on Thursday for the rest of the week. It is a melodrama,
written along exciting lines, and portraying like among people of
high and low degree. The play is said to be mounted on uncommon
scale. One scene shows a low groggery, where thieves operate a
‘fence.’ Another shows a bank building under construction, where
the heroine saves her lover, after he has been attacked and placed
where an elevator will descend upon him. Still another shows the
home of a banker, where the romance is worked into a happy end.
The character work of Oscar Dane is said to be one of the features
of the play. He takes the part of a detective, appearing in the
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disguise of a tramp, a Frenchman, an Irish watchman, an actor and
a German Anarchist. Other leading members of the company are
Rachel Acton, George Melville and John Rucker.
Daily Public Ledger - October 5, 1903
The Philadelphia North American says the only happy man
connected with ‘The Stain of Guilt’ company, which recently
exhibited here, is Finnegan, the advance agent, who keeps so far
ahead of the show that he doesn’t see Rube Waddell act.
Washington Times – October 5, 1903 – Chicago Ball Players plan to
give warm reception.
Look out! Here comes ‘Rube’ Waddell, actor. A sharp advance
in the prices of vegetables and eggs has already been noted in the
commission market, and by the time ‘Rube’ bring ‘The Stain of
Guilt’ to Chicago they will probably be at famine prices.
While it is impossible to learn all the details there is a wellground story afloat in baseball circles to the effect that members of
the Microbes and White Sox are going to join hands on the night of
‘Rubes’ initial appearance in this city, and accord him a hearty
welcome.
Already large bundles of welcoming material are being
accumulated, according to this report, and the pitchers are doing
secret practice daily with objects heavier than a baseball in order to
be sure to get ‘em over when called upon.
Waddell, who bills himself as ‘the world’s greatest baseball
pitcher, at the enormous salary of $600 per week,’ is being aided
and abetted in his assault upon the American drama by Joseph
Ignatius Finnegan, late baseball editor of the ‘St. Louis Star.’ This
combination should make ‘The Stain of Guilt’ indelible. Joseph
Ignatius does not appear before the footlights. He is the modest
promoter of publicity who is ahead of the show. How much he is
ahead of it he firmly declines to state.
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In the yellow and red handbills which the management of the
show has Waddell to boost the erratic ‘Rube’ occurs this
announcement in red type;
‘The most daring and sensational piece of human deviltry in all
the records of crime.’
Whether this refers to the plot of the play or to the bringing of
Waddell before a patient public is still a mystery. But it is admitted
in behalf of ‘Rube’ a dramatic story has been written for him in the
thread of the story, and later on is found in more red type;
‘The culminating incidents of the conspiracy.’
Perhaps these two statements should be read together and
perhaps not. Upon that point the official booster, Joseph Ignatius
Finnegan, has not as yet unburdened himself.
What Waddell will do in ‘The Stain of Guilt’ is up to the
present time a mystery that has been kept secluded in certain
Kentucky hamlets where the famous pitcher has exhibited his art.
Perhaps he strikes out the villain three times in each act. He may
nail the assistant villain in the act of stealing a base or he may find
the weeping heroine out in the field and bring her home.
Whatever it is, local ball players are willing to watch ‘Rube’ do
it and they darkly hint he will not be the only star in the theater on
the night the show opens.

Indianapolis Journal – October 8, 1903 – Theatrical Notes.
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‘The Stain of Guilt,’ a new melodrama that is being produced
by Havlin & Stair, will open at the Park this afternoon for a half
week’s engagement. The play is sensational, but is said to be very
interesting. Two local favorites will be seen in the cast-Miss Lillian
Dwight Booth, who has appeared in several different offerings at
the park, and John Rucker, The ‘Alabama Blossom,‘ a product of
Indianapolis. Perhaps the star attraction will be ‘Rube’ Waddell,
the ball player, who is cast for a heroic part. When Waddell signed
his contract with the show’s managers there were those who made
sarcastic remarks regarding his histrionic talent, but it is said that
the ball player has turned out to be quite an actor.
Indianapolis Journal – October 9, 1903 – Melodrama at the Park
Rube Waddell, the famous baseball pitcher, played a doubleheader at the park yesterday before two enormous crowds of
enthusiastic rooters and came out victorious in both games. The
distinguished representative of the national sport has become mixed
up, in some way or other, with a sensational melodrama called ‘’The
Stain of Guilt,’ but what is worse, he associates in the early portion
of the play with the villain. The villain is responsible for Rube’s
introduction as one of the characters of the piece. The wicked man
brings Rube along with him when he visits a thieves’ den to see
about committing a new and interesting series of crimes. This
happens in the second inning. Rube doesn’t play in the first inning
at all.
The villain says to Giovanni, an Italian acquaintance, who is
also engaged in devilish occupation: ‘By the way, let me introduce
you to a friend of mine.’
‘Who isa da mon?’ asks the swathy son of Italy, suspiciously.
“Why, he’s Rube Waddell, the greatest baseball pitcher in all
the world,’ says Rube’s friend, proudly
This is Rube’s cue. He doesn’t hesitate to get into the game.
With a quick, puzzling delivery that cannot help but befuddle
opposing players, he says:
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‘Well,’ I don’t know why I should be hangin’ ‘round here. I
guess I’d better be a-goin.’ So long, old bunch of macaroni.’
Exit Rube up stage, through door at center. At the end of the
act while detectives, robbers, heroes, heroines and a lot of small fry
belonging to both the good and bad factions, are getting each other
‘at bay’ with knives, revolvers and one dynamite bomb, Rube turns
up again and jerks a murderous dagger away from the hunch of
macaroni. Curtain. Cheers.
There are many exciting incidents in succeeding innings of
‘The Stain of Guilt’ that bring the Park audience to their feet with
enthusiastic demonstrations of approval. The play is fairly bristling
with the thrills that are so dear to the hearts of the supporters of
melodrama. There is a hero who is persecuted to an almost
unbearable extent, a number of dastardly scoundrels who think up
the most outrageous plots ever conceived by human beings and a
detective who appears in a different disguise in every inning, always
coming to the rescue of the hero in just the very nick o’ time. None
of the villains of the piece can be brought to understand that this
detective is always right in their midst waiting for an opportunity to
foil them. One would think that villains would learn something by
experience, but somehow they never do. ‘Who is this man?’ they cry
in astonishment at the end of each inning when they find revolvers
staring ‘em in the face.
‘It’s Harry Slade, the New York detective!’ exclaims that
genius, pulling off his wig and whiskers as the curtain falls.
The company is the usual melodramatic organization, although
somewhat better than the average James A. Heenan makes a good
hero; Oscar Dane wins countless laurels as the detective; E. J.
Deneche plays the chief villain in fine style; “John Rucker, an
Indianapolis colored comedian, who has heretofore been successful
with Negro combinations, supplies a lot of fun as ‘Rastus Snow, and
George D. Melville does the best work of all as the Italian, Giovanni.
The women of the cast, Mattie Lockette, Mamie Conway and Rachel
Acton, are all equal to the requirements of their respective pars. The
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play is splendidly staged. It will continue as the Park’s attraction
through the rest of the week.

Mattie Lockette
Indianapolis Journal – October 10, 1903
Rube Waddell, the baseball player, is only one of several
strong features in the melodrama now running at the Park. ‘The
Stain of Guilt’ is about as exciting a play as Park audiences have
seen this season. And it is well acted by a good company. The play is
drawing great crowds at every performance. This afternoon a
‘souvenir matinee’ will be given. To each woman attending the
performance a handsome photograph of Miss Rachel Acton, the
leading woman of the company will be presented. A ‘souvenir
matinee’ will be something of a novelty at the Park. Miss Acton is
not only a very pretty young woman, but a very good actress as well.
One of the new plays of the season, and one that is enjoying
success wherever it appears, is ‘The Stain of Guilt,’ which will open
an engagement at the Academy Monday. The cast is made up
entirely of character people. There is no star par, although there are
five pars that are accounted as strong as the star in the average
melodrama. These are the parts of the heroine, played by Miss
Rachel Acton; the detective, played by Mr. Frances Murray; the
Italian musician, played by Mr. George d. Melville; the society
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villain, and the colored servant, the latter of which is played by John
Rucker, the greatest colored comedian in the United States today. In
addition to these there is Rube Waddell, the baseball pitcher, who
has been engaged to play a part especially written for him. Matinees
will be given on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 2, and an
extra Christmas matinee at 2:30.

Chicago Daily Tribune - October 11, 1903
A new melodrama entitled 'The Stain of Guilt,' will be
presented at the Alhambra this week. its author is Walter Matthews
and the details of staging it have been in the hands of Messrs. Havlin
and Garen. It is described as 'purely American in its surroundings
and legitimately sensational in its incidents.' The company
presenting the piece includes Oscar Dane, who has the role of a
detective and is said to portray it in unconventional manner, Rachel
Aton, a young St. Louis actress who is heralded as the possessor of
unusual talents, and George D. Melville, who appears in the
character of an Italian of fierce attributes. One of the particular
stars of the cast is Rube Waddell, the baseball pitcher, who appears
in a stage characterization of himself and who, according to the
truthful press agent, receives a tidy sum every week for so doing.
Minneapolis Journal – October 12, 1903
Rube Waddell the well-known baseball pitcher, has just made
his first appearance in Chicago as an actor. ‘The Stain of Guilt’ is a
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drama, and Rube appears in four acts in the role of a detective. The
audience at the Alhambra Theater gave Waddell on ovation.
Bismarck – October 13, 1903
Rube Waddell, the well-known baseball pitcher, has just made
his first appearance in Chicago as an actor. ’The Stain of Guilt’ is
the drama and ‘Rube’ appears in four acts in the role of a detective.
Butler Citizen – October 15, 1903
Rube Waddell is now the hero of ’The Stain of Guilt’ show and
saves 14 people’s lives every night they play.
Butte Inter Mountain – October 20, 1903 – Rube Waddell in his
great drama. Baseball player has Mansfield, Bellew and the rest of
them all going. He is a magnificent hero. To see Rube wade in and
throw a dozen or two villains downstairs is simple great.
There are dramas, draymas, and drammers. There are
melodramas, melodramas, and mellow dramas, but if anything
mellower than ‘The Stain of Guilt,’ headed by G. Edward Waddell
was ever staged in Chicago, it must have been in the golden days of
James Owen O’Conner. The stain guilt for that play will have to rest
partly upon who ever hired Waddell.
Rube Waddell who is the famous left handed pitcher of the
Athletics-and the 'Stain' were on exhibition last night at the
Alhambra, and a vast multitude turned out to see the show. They
hung over the edge of the gallery by their toes. Men in long coats let
their coat-tails droop over the side and the small boys clung to the
coat-tails by their teeth. Camp chairs filled vacant spots downstairs.
Easy Money
It is really hard to understand why people should cough up $2
to see Dick Mansfield or Jim Hackett when they can see Rube
Waddell for prices ranging between 10 cents and 75 pennings. Mr.
Waddell is one of the finest examples of the strenuous actor now
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before the public gaze. He is, in fact, so strenuous that the
management has to curb him.
He is let out only two minutes in each scene, and the ensuing
repair bills are pretty bulky for even those few minutes. Mr.
Waddell’s point of resplendency are so numerous and so apparent
that even the most captious critic should have no trouble in locating
them. He is taller than James K. Hackett. He has larger feet than
Richard Mansfield
He can throw a villain twice as far as Kyle Bellew. Put Waddell
on the stairs in Bellew’s play, give him a gross of balls, and he would
send in shots down the stair that would settle the hostiles before they
could get within carving distance. Why cut them with a sword when
you can swat them with a Spalding ball?
He is Great
Mr. Waddell shows early in the first act. The detective of the
drama, who is so small that most people mistake him for the plot of
the play, calls him and he comes on in a brown baseball suit, with a
small tear in one stocking. Note the tear, Mr. Waddell was asked the
other day why he did not have the tear darned. ‘Never,’ replied the
hero. ‘Any king might have a torn place in his royal robes, but a
darn is evidence of poverty.’ Mr. Waddell does not tarry long, but
thunders off the stage after telling the detective he will meet him at
the fountain.
The forceful acting, the splendid realism, the utter abandon of
magnificent sensationalism, begin in the next scene, where Mr.
Waddell seizes the first villain and spins him head over heels into
the wings. This is a thrill for fair, and nobody is thrilled more than
the villain. Rube has used up several villains in two weeks, and the
present incumbent is a football player. He says Rube reminds him of
old college days, and that the management has been very liberal in
paying bills for osteopathy and antiseptic bandages. The hurling
stunt done by the villain drives the gallery into frantic applause, and
Rube escapes in the confusion.
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Works the Gallery
In the next scene he tells another villain that he is sorry he ever
drank with him, and then defies a whole nest of villains, taking their
guns away from them, biting out the triggers, and then scornfully
returning the mutilated weapons. Terrific cheers from the gallery.
In the last scene the rich banker of the play has found his long
lost daughter. You are liable to find almost anything in that show.
The villains, having been patched up by deft surgery, concentrate in
the ancestral halls, and are foiled, tin foiled, by the detective. Mr.
Waddell appears as a policeman, and removes the baffled
scoundrels, but the scoundrels have had to get re-enforced collars
since the season started.
That is all for Mr. Waddell. The curtain falls, the gallery goes
mad. Again – why pay $2 to see Dick Mansfield when for so much
less you can gaze at Rube Waddell?
Deseret Evening News – October 31, 1903 – Rube Waddell, Actor.
The great pitcher, assisted by a revolver, does funny stunt.
Rube Waddell, the Butler County ball player, does not appear
to have made the greatest hit in the weird as an actor
Rube’ Waddell, accompanied by miniature revolver:
‘Not so fast, my friend. The Chicago Tribune takes the
following fall out of Rube and the show:
Act I
‘Rube’ Waddell with the assistance of slightly larger revolver: ah!
Ah!’
Act III
‘Rube’ Waddell and large revolver; ‘curse you, take that!’
Act IV
Still larger revolver, assisted by ‘Rube Waddell: ‘I guess they
won’t get away this time! Come on, you fellows!’
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‘The Stain of Guilt,’ with ‘Rube’ Waddell in the title role,
although the author should be made to share the blame, came to
Chicago last night.
It is a mellow drama in the four innings, in each of which
Waddell strikes out the side just in time to prevent the villain from
accomplishing a joablot of fiendish purposes. ‘Rube’ has what might
be classified as a thinking part, for he isn’t called upon to say much
in the four acts of the play he delivers himself of twenty-four words,
which is just three less words than the number of batsmen he is
required to dispose of each game when he is wooing fans as a
baseball pitcher.
At an early stage of the proceedings wicked men conspire to
ruin the goody, goody hero of the play, but just as they are about to
plaster him all over with stain, ‘Rube’- who for the purpose of the
melodrama is a renowned detective-rushes on the stage and, with
the aid of a quick curtain makes the head villain look cheap. ’Rube’
seems to take on confidence as the play progresses. In the first act he
carries a toy pistol and stutters as he utters just six words and an
exclamation point. In the second he has a bad inning, so far as
words are concerned, but he crowds in an extra exclamation point
and carries a real pistol’
The third inning finds ‘Rube’ with a man size pistol, four
words, and one exclamation point, but it is in the fourth inning that
‘Rube fairly shines.' That last session finds him with a revolver as
long as a ball bat, and as he flourishes it furiously he hurls twelve
whole words at the cowering villain and grateful hero. But with all
his short-comings, the playwright has been kind, for each invasion
of the stage by the southpaw thespian is the signal for the curtain to
fall.
Deseret Evening News – November 5, 1903 – Rube Waddell was
dazzling. But not nearly as effective as some others-Mathewson and
McGinnity top notchers.
‘Now that the smoke of baseball has cleared away, and the
players have retreated to their winter quarters, the fans are
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beginning to make comparisons and talk learnedly of the season’s
work, and of the records made by the various tossers. Loud and
long, in every resort where ball cranks gather, rises the steam of
disputation, and the arguments as to this that, and the other fellow’s
batting, fielding or pitching will keep the talkers warm till spring.’
Writes W. A. Pelon, Jr., in the Chicago Journal.
‘The great pitchers get as much attention as anything else in
the baseball line, and the discussion of slab men’s merits is always a
hot one. The season just ended was a pitcher's year, and
consequently there is great food for verbal battle. Every fan in the
land has some pitcher in mind who is the best of the mall.
St. Louis Republic – November 24, 1903 – Rube Waddell quits the
stage. Eccentric pitcher is reported to be tending bar.
It seems that the baseball fans of wheeling are destined not to
see the eccentric baseball pitcher ‘Rube’ Waddell appear as booked,
as the hero in the ‘Stain of Guilt’ company this week.
It is reported here today that Waddell has been sued by his
wife for nonsupport and that he has had trouble with the
management of the ‘Stain of Guilt’ company and has been released,
or has quit.
Instead of continuing as an actor, it is said, he has accepted a
position as bartender.
Elyria Reporter - November 26, 1903 - 'The Stain of Guilt'
Rube Waddell, the celebrated pitcher of the American League,
will be seen in the forthcoming presentation of Garden and Havlin's
'the Stain of Guilt.' His appearance in the play shows who baseball
players can keep themselves employed during the winter months,
both to the edification of the public and with profit to themselves.
Waddell will play an original part in 'The Stain of Guilt,' which will
be at the Opera House Thanksgiving afternoon and evening, for
which he draws the princely salary of $500 a week.
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Washington Times – December 4, 1903 – Rube Waddell leaves the
‘Stain of guilt.’
Joe Finnegan, who is managing the ‘Stain of Guilt’ company,
made a trip to Butler county yesterday to coax Waddell to join the
company at Pittsburg. Waddell got $6 advance from Finnegan, and
then asked him for $10 more, which he failed to get. Finnegan left
for Carnegie to induce Wagner, of Pittsburg, to take Waddell’s
place in the company.
Pittsburgh Daily Post - December 6, 1903 - The Bijou Theater.
At last Pittsburgers will have a chance to see famous Rube
Waddell, the baseball pitcher, as an actor, for he comes to the Bijou
this week, beginning tomorrow afternoon, with the big sensational
melodrama, 'The Stain of Guilt.' the piece is staged elaborately,
having an immense cargo of scenery with it, and it is being
presented by one of the best companies on the melodramatic stage.
The play is a first-class melodrama, with lots of action and fun
throughout its four acts. The story is an absorbing one and sure to
prove interesting to patrons of the Bijou theater. The play is well
staged, the scenery being on an elaborate order and very true to
what it is supposed to represent. One novelty in this way is a new
building that is being constructed, where the elevator episode takes
place. It looks like the real thing transferred from the streets right to
the stage. In the company are such well-known people as James A.
Heenan, Francis Murray, E. J. Denecke, George D. Melville, J. C.
C. Turner, John Rucker, George F. Miller, Fred Maxwell, Rudolph
Jackson, Rube Waddell, Misses Mattie Lockette, Mamie Conway
and Rachel Acton.
Washington Times – December 17, 1903
‘The Stain of Guilt’ will begin a week’s engagement at the
Academy next Monday. It is an American melodrama, with
continual action throughout.
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An innovation is the appearance of pitcher rube Waddell, one
of the best-known pitchers in the American league. He appears in a
part written especially for him.
In the production of the play the managers are said to have
spared no exception.
Washington Times – December 19, 1903 – Academy-‘The Stain of
Guilt’
‘The Stain of Guilt’ will begin a week’s engagement at the
Academy next Monday. It is an American melodrama, with
continual action throughout.
An innovation is the appearance of Pitcher Rube Waddell, one
of the best-known pitchers in the American League. He appears in a
part written especially for him.
In the production of the play the managers are said to have
spared no expense in the way of scenic or mechanical effects, and the
result is something strictly up to date.

December 19, 1903
Washington Times – December 20, 1903 –‘Rube‘s matinee idol.
Pitcher objects perquisites of ‘The Stain of Guilt.’
‘This action’ business ain’t all it’s cracked up to be,’ mused
Rube Waddell, Philadelphia’s erratic Pitcher, not long ago. ‘It’s all
right to read in the newspapers about those matinee idols, and I
guess it’s a nice thing to be one of them provided you are not
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married. But the trouble is-I mean what causes the trouble-is that I
am married, and that ever since I have become an actor in ‘The
Stain of Guilt’ company my mail has been flooded with perfumed
letters and I cannot leave the theater but there is a bunch of
’American Beauties,’ and some not very beautiful once, hanging
around the stage door.
‘Well, it just happened so on several occasions that my wife
called around for me after the show and found me in the center of a
group of girls who had surrounded me as I emerged from the
theater. I would have made a home run, but was afraid that my wife
might bat me out, judging from her expression. Women sometimes
are so distrustful of their husbands, and that is why I jumped the
show and went away to the tall grass, where I stayed until things
had quieted down.
‘Those stories they had about me in the newspapers which said
that I had left the show because my wife wanted to get a divorce are
rubbish, and there is not a word of truth in them. My wife and I are
so happy as two turtle doves.
Then Rube talked about that $7,000 contract which Connie
Mack had him sign.
Rube plays a part specially written for him in ‘The Stain of
guilt,’ which will be at the Academy this week. It is rumored that the
manager of the company will not request special police protection to
keep the girls away from him in Washington.
Day Book – December 29, 1903
In the winter of 1903-04 Waddell starred in ‘The Stain of
Guilt.
His act consisted of failing the villains, but he put so much
realism into his acting that new villains were necessary every week
or so.
1904
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St. Paul Globe – January 1, 1904 – Rube Waddell is no longer an
Actor man. George Edward quit work when his catcher was barred
from stage.
Rube Waddell has left the stage. The ‘painstaking and
painsgiving actor,’ as a scribe dubbed him, has left the cast of ‘The
Stain of Guilt,’ in which a special part has been written for him, and
a Philadelphia writer describes his desertion of the drama as
follows: ‘I was told that he had invited an equally famous player of
the diamond to visit him in his dressing room, where the two
expected to have a delightful tet-a-tete Their anticipations were,
however, rudely exploded by the arrogant manager, who insisted
that a long-standing rule to the effect that no one except those really
employed in the play or upon the stage should pass the iron door
separating the stage from the house proper. The visitor was
somewhat chagrined and lottered outside in the hope of seeing his
colleague. The latter spied him from the window of his dressing
room and told him to come right up. The catcher, for it was the
catcher of the hot ones which Rube sent over the plate during his
sojourn with the Athletics answered that he had endeavored to get
in, but had had a foul called on him and was out. Rube then sent in a
hot grounder by informing his manager that if his friend could not
come to his dressing room he would not play. Somehow or other the
manager still remained obdurate, and the pitcher-actor stopped
suddenly in his make-up. He cogitated for a moment only and then
donned his street clothes and said that he would let the play jog
along as best it could. He was for the other side of the Delaware. He
went and the catcher went with him. They reached Camden safely
and Rube quickly found a place behind the counter of one of those
places where they sell the amber fluid, while the catcher stood on the
other side of the railing. Together they talked the matter over. Since
then I am assured the play had been gliding along nicely.’
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Waddell
Minneapolis Journal – January 16, 1904
Rube Waddell, the celebrated baseball pitcher, will be seen in
the presentation of The Stain of Guilt,’ the popular melodrama at
the Bijou later in the season.

Bijou Theater
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Memphis Journal – February 6, 1904
‘The Stain of Guilt,’ a melodrama of unusual merit, with Rube
Waddell, the famous baseball pitcher in the cast is one of the Bijou’s
bookings.

April 2, 1904 (Waddell in center with baseball bat)
Minneapolis Journal – February 6, 1904
‘The Stain of Guilt,’ a melodrama of unusual merit, with Rube
Waddell, the famous baseball pitcher in the cast is one of the Bijou’s
bookings.
Fall City Tribune – March 3, 1905
The plot of the new melodrama, ‘The Stain of Guilt’
announced as the attraction at the Gehling Wednesday March 8 is
said to be based on a story of great originality.
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‘The Stain of Guilt,’ which will be seen at the Gehling
Wednesday March 8 is said to be pathetic in story and sensational in
character.
Minneapolis Journal – March 12, 1904
Rube Waddell, the famous baseball pitcher, is playing an
original part in Havlin & Garen’s ‘The Stain of Guilt,’ which is
scheduled to play an engagement at the Bijou in the near future.
Ogden Utah – June 6, 1904
Rube was starring in Mr. Finnegan’s melodrama ‘The Stain of
Guilt.’ He was supposed to meet and thwart the villain by throwing
his bodily from the stage at the end of each act, and once in a while
twice during the act by way of variety.
The applause of the spectators would so enthused Rube that
before the show was over it generally rained villains on the
orchestra, in he flies or the family circle.
Mr. Finnegan was finally obliged to close the show for lack of
villains per show, ten resignations after each performance. Although
Rube was getting $500 per week on the stage, he naively admitted
that he was a much better baseball player than actor.
1905
Harrisburg Telegraph - November 8, 1905 - Will become actors.
Waddell and Schreck have taken up stage work.
Rube Waddell and his old battery partner, Ossie Schreck, may
shortly be seen as shining lights before the footlights. A New York
vaudeville agent has made an offer to a local sporting writer to
compose a half-hour sketch for the former star of the 'Stain of Guilt'
and his faithful catcher, and when the players have rested up
sufficiently to get down to the hard work of acting they will be put
on the road.
Harrisburg telegraph - November 14, 1905 - Waddell does a stunt.
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With a mighty toss, pitcher 'Rube' Waddell, of the Athletics,
broke a board with a baseball in vaudeville at Shamokin last night.
It is to be his nightly stunt with the show. The throw shows his arm
again to be all right. He says it is false that he is to play on a New
York team next season.
Charlotte News - November 16, 1905
A New York theatrical agent is said to have made an offer to
'Rube' Waddell and Ossie Schreck, his catcher, to do a sketch in
vaudeville. Waddell is anxious to try it on, but Schreck is holding
off. Waddell has had experience on the stage, having once made the
circuit with a melodrama called the 'Stain of Guilt.' Unkind critics
say he played the stain.
Decatur Herald - November 20, 1905 - 'Rube' Waddell now with
show.
Pitcher Waddell of the Athletic club is with a vaudeville show
at Shamokin, Pa., splitting a board with a pitched ball nightly.
Spokane Press – November 24, 1905
Mrs. Rube Waddell is confined in a Philadelphia hospital,
while the Reuben one is traveling with a medicine vaudeville show.
His stunt is to split an inch board with a baseball.
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Waddell
Washington Times – December 18, 1905
Rube Waddell is on the road with a vaudeville show, getting
his arm in condition to write to Connie Mack for advanced money.
Evening World – May 3, 1906
Then-ye gods and green peppers! He (Waddell) turned actor!
Under the management of Joe Finnegan, of St. Louis, rube
starred in ‘The Stain of guilt.’ The baseball manager’s troubles were
like child’s play to what Finnegan got. On no night was he sure his
star would appear. On a memorable night in Chicago a crowd of
1500 had to be turned away because Rube refused to go on. His
reason was that his name had been left off the programme. An hour
later he was found tending bar in a nearby saloon.
Columns could be written in relating the exploits of Waddell
and then the half would not be told.
With all these peculiarities Waddell is generally conceded to be
the greatest left-hand pitcher baseball has ever known.
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Waddell-Left Hand Pitcher
Salt Lake Herald – May 19, 1907 – When Rube Waddell was on the
stage.
When the only George Edward Waddell was an actor and
toured in a celebrated theatrical game entitled ‘The Stain of Guilt,’
he was given many opportunities of displaying that metallic and
strident-toned voice of his as the gentle George, who had to say
‘hands off!’ and ‘Villain, unhand that lady!’ in a voice so loud that it
would fill the gallery gods’ hearts with glee. They used to give the
Rube a heavy hand every time that he would roar out, which was
frequent, to say the least. One day when the show was playing in St.
Louis he was standing outside the stage door, basking in the
respectful admiration of a group of his friends, who were telling him
that he had Richard Mansfield and John Drew left at the post, when
a pert maiden, the sister of a prominent local politician, can up to
Waddell and asked:
‘Are you the actor with the commanding and far-reaching
voice, whom I just saw vanquish the villain in the play that is now
running at this house?’
‘Madame,’ said Waddell, ‘I must be the same party, and what,’
gallantly asked the courteous George Edward, ‘can I do for you?’
‘Well, if you wouldn’t mind,’ replied the St. Louis damsel, who
is noted for her self-assurance, ‘I wish that you would use your
commanding voice in calling out for my carriage, which I do not
happen to see at the present moment.’
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Salt Lake Herald - January 19, 1908 - What Broke Waddell Up
When George Edward Waddell was a ‘sure-enough’ actor and
had the leading part in that highly classical production known as
the ’Stain of Guilt,’ he studied hard and faithfully the hero’s part
which was assigned to him, and the only objection that was found
with the nifty George Edward was that he would lose himself so
completely in his character that the villain and his underlings had to
be on the defensive all the time, for if the big Rube was feeling pretty
good on that particular evening he was likely to knock some of the
scenery down with the forms of the villain and his friends.
Indeed, it was on account of Mr. Waddell’s strong man
business that several of the villains, who had tried to work their
cruelties off in ‘Stain’ of Guilt,’ were forced to hand in their
resignations, and it soon became a matter of some perplexity for the
management to engage any villain hardy enough to go on with
George Edward Waddell, the hero.
The scene men were kept busy patching up the canvas where
holes had been made through it by some unfortunate actor whom
the mighty actor-ball player had hurled against the gaudy structure.
But although George Edward was warned time and again to be a
little more lamb-like or there would be a stage villain famine in
America, he couldn’t help it, and that was all about it; and while he
was putting all the melodramatic ruffians out of business the
manager of the show was kept busy furnishing new material.
Waddell was perhaps the only actor before or since who didn’t
suffer from stage fright, for from his first appearance in St. Louis
until he quit the show in Milwaukee he faced an applauding
audience not only without a quiver, but indeed with a delight that
was childish to a degree.
The only time in his rather brief theatrical career that the
Rube was stunned was one night in Chicago, when the theater was
packed to the door and at every appearance of the big ball playing
actor the applause was something stupendous.
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Now in this play there was a line he had to get off just after he
had hurled the villain across the stage and had recovered the
securities calling for about a billion of dollars.
With all this wealth in his grasp in it was George Edward’s
business to step to the center of the stage and yell out like Monte
Cristo that the world was his.
So at the proper moment Waddell strode to the front and,
waving the phony securities shouted;
‘The world is mine!’
Just then the shrill piping and alarmingly penetrating voice of
a boy in the gallery cried out:
‘Hi, dere, John D., when did you git into town?’
This was too much for the mighty Waddell, who immediately
broke down and led the audience in its shrieking laughter.
University Missourian – December 14, 1909 – ‘Rube’ Waddell
coming here.
The noted baseball player, Rube Waddell, will be seen in an
original monologue at the Columbia theatre Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday. In addition to this there are a number of other big
vaudeville acts and fine original moving pictures.

Calumet News - November 25, 1910 - The Bugs' Quartette' 'Bugs'
Raymond and 'Rube' Marquard to go on the stage.
Arthur L. Raymond and George Edward Waddell, eccentric
twirler, more familiarly known as 'Bugs' and 'Rube' are to perform
behind the footlights. That is the announcement made by Frank
McNichols head of the West Ends semi-pro team, last night. 'Bugs'
and 'Rube,' it seems, get their start in Philadelphia sometime this
week as members of a quartette.
'The Bugs Quartet' is the name chosen for the organization.
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For several off seasons theatrical managers have attempted to
round up Waddell and Raymond, but their efforts have been
fruitless until now McNichols conveys the information that 'The
Bugs Quartet' has been assured ten weeks' 'time,' merely as a
tryout, and, if it succeeds, will be booked continuously.
Joe Tinker, Jimmy Callahan, Mike Donlin, Charles Dooin, Doc
White and other diamond celebrities who have prospered as
thespians now will have to look to their laurels.
The Calumet News – November 25, 1910 – The ’Bugs Quartette’
‘Bugs’ Raymond and Rube Waddell to go on the Stage.
Arthur L Raymond and George Edward Waddell, eccentric
twirler, more familiarly known as ‘Bugs’ and Rube are to perform
behind the footlights. That is the announcement made by Frank
McNichols head of the West Ends semi-pro team, last night. ‘Bugs’
and Rube it seems, get their start in Philadelphia sometime this
week as members of a quartet.
‘The Bugs Quartet’ is the name chosen for the organization.
For several off seasons theatrical managers have attempted to
round up Waddell and Raymond, but their efforts have been
fruitless until now. McNichols conveys the information that ‘The
Bugs Quartet’ has been assured ten weeks ‘time,’ merely as a tryout,
and, if it succeeds, will be booked continuously.
Joe Tinker, Jimmy Callahan, Mike Donlin, Charles Dooin, Doc
White and other diamond celebrities who have prospered as
thespians now will have to look to their laurels.
Rock Island Argus – December 20, 1911 - Hickman, Ky., Dec. 20
Unable to resist the call of the footlights, Rube Waddell,
former big league pitcher, but now of the Minneapolis club in the
American Association, has forsaken Joe Cantillon and his farm,
where hunting and fishing is great, to join a theatrical troupe which
played here. The company is which Rube will star is the American
Stock Company and plays on a boat. New Madrid, Mo. is the next
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stop of the company and Rube’s friends look for his usual outbreak
there. Rube was pleased with the show here and immediately made
application for a job. He is to play until reporting time unless ‘fired’
before then.
Ottumwa tri-weekly Courier – December 21, 1911 – Rube Waddell
seeks stage fame.
Unable to resist the call of the footlights Rube Waddell, former
big league pitcher, but now of the Minneapolis club in the American
Association, has forsaken Joe Cantillon and his farm, where hunting
and fishing is great, to join a theatrical troupe which played here
recently
The company in which Rube will star is the American Stock
co., and plays on a boat. New Madrid, Mo., is the next stop of the
company and Rube’s friends look for his usual outbreak there.
Rube was pleased with the show here and immediately made
application for a job. He is to play until reporting time unless ’fired’
before then.
Washington Times – January 13, 1912 – Rube Waddell is all
through with theatricals.
Rube Waddell has given up theatricals. Several weeks ago he
jumped Joe Cantillon’s farm to join a company trouping down the
Mississippi river in a flatboat. Three weeks of barnstorming was
enough for Rube and he returned to his boos to spend the balance
for the winter fishing and hunting.
Day Book - December 29, 1913
In the winter of 1903-04 Waddell starred in ‘The Stain of
Guilt.’ His act consisted of foiling the villains, but he put so much
realism into his acting that new villains were necessary every week
or so.
The Washington Herald – April 2, 1914 – Rube Waddell, Great
Pitcher is claimed by Grim Reaper.
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‘Rube’ Waddell, the eccentric baseball pitcher, died at a local
sanitarium this afternoon. His death was due to a pulmonary
affection that was followed in the past few days by an acute stomach
disorder that hastened his end.
Waddell’s health had been failing for several weeks, but the
crisis came unexpectedly this morning. His mother and father, who
live at Boerne, Texas, were notify, and they left at once for San
Antonio. They arrived, however, too late to see him alive.
For weeks Waddell had realized that his strength was giving
away, and that his end was approaching, but he repeatedly;
announced his determination to get well. He remained conscious up
to within a short time of his death.
Waddell’s illness dates back to an attack of pneumonia which
he contracted at a fire at Hickman, Kentucky, more than a year ago.
He was on a fishing trip at the tie. The eccentric pitcher succeeded
to rescuing several person from the fire, but neglected promptly to
change his clothing, which had become drenched in the blizzard
which was raging at the time. Pneumonia followed. He hastened to
his home in Texas, hoping that under the nursing of his mother he
would recover. His condition failed to improve. Several weeks ago
he was brought to a sanitarium here but continued to grow worse.
Waddell will be buried here tomorrow. The funeral will be
under the auspices of the Elks.
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Babe Ruth
1895-1948

Babe Ruth was born in Baltimore, Maryland (1895-1948) and
played in the major from 1914 to 1935 for the Red Sox and Yankees.
He became the face of the Yankees and baseball as its prime star. In
1927 he hit 60 home run. Beginning as a pitcher he was traded to the
Yankees and became the ‘home run’ king of baseball. He became
the greatest sport hero in American culture. One of the major
character of Ruth was that he loved children.
Perhaps the most famous baseball player to go into vaudeville
was Babe Ruth. His fame guaranteed his popularity and Babe loved
the stage. His routine on the vaudeville stage consisted of baseball
skits, singing in his baritone voice talking about baseball and giving
tips of good playing, and generally talking about baseball to the
crowd.
Late in 1921 Ruth decided to take his turn in vaudeville. He
began a 15 week tour on the Keith vaudeville circuit beginning on
November 4th for which he would receive a salary of $3,000 a week.
He rehearsed with his partner Wellington ‘Duke’ Cross. In the
lobby of the theater of the show Keith’s exhibited many of Ruth’s
souvenirs. The show, written by Thomas J. Grey (or Gray) was tried
out in Mt. Vernon, New York on November 3rd. The house was filled
to capacity for the show. In the show the two sang the song ‘Little by
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Little, bit by Bit.’ And the hit of the show was the ‘fake’ telegram
from Judge Landis. They opened in Boston on November 7th with
the show entitled ‘A Satirical Home Run: That’s Good.’ On the 14th
the show appeared at the Palace in New York the Mecca of
Vaudeville.
The Show
The show began with the orchestra playing ‘Take Me out to
the Ballgame.’ Ruth appeared dressed in his Yankee uniform. After
minutes of applause and then entered Cross. The two did a number
of two-line jokes, then sang a duet (Little by Little, Bit by Bit) and
then a parody of a familiar vaudeville routine of mind reading. The
critics were generally favorable.
Babe Ruth is versatile, to say the least, and he’s a moneymaker. Will Shea, who has put thousands of dollars into a film
portraying the home-run king, says that Ruth has it on both
Carpentie & Dempsey when it comes to acting before the camera.
‘You probably don’t know,’ says Shea, ‘That but for his ability
to knock the stuffing out of baseballs Ruth might have succeeded as
a stage star. For five years in Baltimore before he got into the big
baseball show, the Babe was a regular nut on amateur theatricals.
He has played a variety of parts with no little success, and at the
time had serious intentions of treading the boards for a living.
‘This Ruth picture which I will shortly put across,’ continues
Shea, ’may be the means of making or breaking me financially, but I
am satisfied it will make a big reputation for Rube.’
She recently made out a check payable to Ruth in advance
when he signed the movie contract. It is said to foot up something
like $100,000.
Later in Vancouver
Babe loved kids and often his efforts benefited them. On one
occasion he had kids join him on stage and because of this action he
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had a warrant sworn out on him. The judge acquitted Ruth of the
charge. Ruth remarked: ‘They forget how much I’ve done for kids.
I’ve done nothing that would harm them. I’ve only tried to give
them a little bit of sunshine.’
While appearing at the Pantages Theater in Vancouver he
lunched with orphans at a Children’s Aid Society home in
Vancouver. He also visited a disabled boy in the hospital – showing
his love for kids.
While in Vancouver he posed for a picture with cast members
of a vaudeville revue at the Pantages Theater. Ty Cobb said by
going on the vaudeville stage it hurt his batting eye. The stage didn’t
hurt Babe’s eye as the next season he hit 60 home runs.

We find another photo of Babe in Vancouver posing with local
politicians and officials.
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Ruth had good stage presence, a big, wide smile and as most
ball players on stage he got away with singing during his stage bit.
The Proctor Theater put out an adv. that shows Ruth and at
the top is mentioned the Proctor Theater in Mt. Vernon, New York.
He is to begin his vaudeville act on Nov. 3, 1921. After barnstorming
tour Babe began a 15 week vaudeville tour on the Keith Vaudeville
circuit...
He debuted on the stage on Nov. 3, with partner ‘Duke’ Cross
and written by Thomas J. Grey. The act had its tryout at Proctor’s
Theater. The house was filled and gave a spontaneous applause that
put Ruth at ease on the stage. Ruth, despite a cold song the song.
‘Little by Little’ in a baritone voice. Critics thought that the gag
about the ‘fake’ telegram from Judge Landis was hilarious
After a 2 week trial at smaller theaters the act was brought to
New York City at the famed Palace Theater on Nov. 14th. He was
generally well received by the critics.
1919
Richmond Times - Dispatch - November 11, 1919 - Babe Ruth in
pictures.
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Babe Ruth is the latest baseball star to listen to the siren call of
the pictures.
Babe has signed for a series of feature films, in which he will
start work immediately at the close of the season. Just what Babe is
going to do is a mystery. It seems hardly probable that he can
commercialize the home runs which he has recorded during the
season, and as an actor, Ruth should prove a great ball player.
It is suggested that perhaps he will give an imitation of 'Slivers'
(Sic: Slivers, the clown) in his famous baseball game of pantomime
trend, the principal scene of which consisted in 'balling out' the
umpire.
1921
Washington Herald - Feb. 14, 1921
Babe Ruth is still touring with his vaudeville act.
Evening World - Sept 17, 1921
Babe Ruth is going into vaudeville after he gets through
slamming ‘em out. Now – all together – ‘Babe ought to be a hit.
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Indianapolis Star - September 25, 1921 - the 'Bambino' in
Vaudeville
'Babe' Ruth, hone-run king, is reported to have signed a $2,300
a week contract to appear on the B. F. Keith vaudeville circuit
following the close of the baseball season. Apropos of a discussion as
to what 'Babe' can do on the stage to earn the money a New York
writer suggests that from a box office standpoint it makes little
different.
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Probably he is right, for the 'Babe' just now is one of the big
amusement cards of the country. If he should happen to win a
World's Series for the New York Yankees at a most dramatic period
by driving the 'old pill' out of the lot, the theater walls will bulge
outward if the rods which worship at his shrine are permitted to
enter.
The New York Telegraph says:
'There can be no question that Babe Ruth is the greatest
amusement institution ever known in the realm of the stage, the
circus, amphitheaters, carnivals, indoor and outdoor sports,
whatever else there is in the way of entertainment. Therefore he is
easily worth his rumored vaudeville salary and his rumored 1921
diamond recompense totaling $50,000 for the championship season.
'Of course he is worth whatever he can earn though these
figures must reach the limit of what could be paid him without
entailing a loss to the investors, for neither theaters nor ball parks
have expansive capacities. They can accommodate a known number
and no more. The vaudeville theaters in paying $2,500 weekly must
add that sum to their regular expense, and the increased receipts in
midseason will be little, if any more than his salary.'
Warren Sheaf – September 28, 1921
Babe Ruth’s salary in vaudeville this fall and winter will be
$2,500 a week, which is more than he is getting in baseball.
Oregon Daily Journal - October 9, 1921 - Babe Ruth signs for tour
in vaudeville.
Babe Ruth has signed contracts for a 17-week tour of the Keith
circuit. The demon slugger is to receive $2500 weekly, booked by
Harry Weber, although he was quoted last week as saying such a
figure did not lure him. Ruth's opening date depends upon the
Yanks participating in the World's Series, which may necessarily
delay his vaudeville premier. It is planned to show a slow motion
picture of Ruth boosting one of his lofty shots into the bleachers,
with some incidental talk by Tommy Gray.
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Richmond Times-Dispatch – October 24, 1921
Babe Ruth will appear in vaudeville this winter. Home-run
King says contract starts early in November, and he has eighteen
pages of ‘lines’ to learn. With only eleven sentences memorized to
date.
The best argument I heard at Scranton the other day as to why
I should abandon barnstorming was that ‘wise men change their
minds, fools never.’ I never expected to be in Solomon’s class, but I
am glad that Colonel Huston prevented me from getting in the other
classification.
I have played my last game this year. I have knocked my last
home run and this is my last story until spring training comes
around. It is very pleasant to terminate what some reporters have
called my ‘literary efforts with the feeling that I have done right by
the baseball fans, to my fellow players, and above all, by the men
who brought me to the New York ball club.'
The season I started barnstorming was to do something
according to my way of thinking that would help baseball players as
a whole. The reason I stopped was to show my appreciation of
Colonel Ruppert and Colonel Huston who brought me to New York
at an enormous expense, and who have treated me fair and square
ever since.
As to Judge Landis, I have nothing but he highest respect and
respect for him and the difficult position he holds. At the time in my
recent venture have in any way permitted personal feelings or
sentiment to sway my reasons for evading a certain judgment, my
convictions while misguided were nevertheless sincere and genuine.
Just what my convictions were and my baseball rule will be
disclosed when Judge Landis deems it advisable.
Portsmouth Daily Times - October 25, 1921 - Babe is going into
vaudeville.
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Babe Ruth is going to try and make a homerun in vaudeville.
He will soon open a ten weeks' tour in the leading vaudeville houses.
He will appear in his own monologue.
Evening News - October 27, 1921 - Babe is rehearsing for vaudeville
tour.
Battering Babe Ruth interview with Judge Landis has been
indefinitely postponed by theatrical engagements which are pressing
the Babe.
Ruth has left the city and at present is sojourning with Herbert
Pennock, Boston pitcher, somewhere in the wilds of Pennsylvania.
He will spend next week in Pittsburgh rehearsing his new vaudeville
act. Tommy Gray is coaching Babe in the delivery of his lines.
Wellington Cross, a well known performer, will team with Ruth.
The act has been booked for seventeen weeks.
It is now planned to stage the opening in Chicago early in
November. At that time Ruth will present himself before Judge
Landis for sentence.
Belvidere Daily Republican - October 28, 1921 - Babe Ruth will try
for vaudeville 4 bagger.
Babe Ruth starts a singing and dancing act on Keith 'time' at
Pittsburgh, November 7. He then moves on to Broadway. The
'Bam,' who will work with Wellington 'Duke' Cross has signed a
contract for twenty weeks at $3,000 a week.
Evening World – Nov. 2, 1921
The amateur humorists have gone to work on Babe Ruth’s
engagement at Keith’s vaudeville. A few of the many suggestions for
the Ruth act, made in letters to E. F. Albee, follows:
‘Why not present Ruth in a condensed version of ‘The Bat?”
‘You might have Babe tell the audience he always breakfasts
on batter cakes.’
Let Babe Ruth show the audience how he hits home runs. The
orchestra leader can give him the pitch.’
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‘To please the Prohibitionist put in your ’ads’ a statement that
Babe never likes high balls.’
“Why not have all blondined woman sit in one section of the
house so Babe can call that section the bleachers.’
A good idea would be to have Babe hanging by a strap from a
tree labeled ‘Judge Landis’ when the act begins. Then have him say:
“I have been suspended.’
Generally it was the fans that liked Babe on the stage but many
of the critics did not have nice things to say about the act.
The Evening World – November 5, 1921 – ‘I like it.’ That’s what
Babe Ruth says of his initial plunge into vaudeville.
Charleston Daily Mail - November 7, 1921
Babe Ruth made his debut as an actor in vaudeville at Mount
Vernon, New York last week. The sketch in which he acts last only
twenty minutes but Babe receives a $3,00 weekly salary.
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Hardest part of act is ‘making up,’ declares famous baseball
star.
A ‘He and She’ act had just finished. The card boy, or
whatever they call him, inserted a frame in the rack announcing the
next act. The citizenry of Mount Vernon sat in silent expectancy as
the orchestra blared. The programme said: ‘His Majesty Babe Ruth
himself.’ Then the curtain went up. A young man was seated at a
grand piano. A lady said she didn’t know that Babe Ruth was a
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pianist. A moment later, however, the situation was cleared when
Wellington (Duke) Cross, Babe’s sparring partner, entered right
stage. The Duke hastily explained matters and the plot thickened
when the telephone rang and Bob Meusel told Cross that Ruth was
going into vaudeville. One immediately gathered from the
conversation that Babe’s theatrical contract would clean up the
European war debt-and then they’re off.
In the distance is heard the ringing cheers at the Polo Grounds
on a summer’s day. The orchestra strikes up the old melody, ‘Take
Me Out to the Ball Game,’ and in the midst of the confusion the
mighty swatter makes his entrance. Clad in his familiar uniform and
sweater and lugging a caddy bag, baseball bat and suitcase, Babe
swarms in. He looks as though he were ready to crack out his
sixtieth home run too.
At this point the fun begins when Cross hands Ruth a telegram
supposed to have been sent by Judge Landis. Babe is visibly
perturbed as he reads it. ‘I hope it’s nothing serious,’ suggests
Duke. ‘I should say it is,’ responds Babe. ‘It says seventy-five cents
collect.’ The dialogue is clever. Babe extracts a contract and his
partner reads: ‘How to make home brew.’ The swatter snatched it
from him and hands him the correct one.
‘By the way, Babe, whatever made you think you were an
actor?’ asks Cross.
“I saw you at it,’ replies Ruth.
‘Do you sing, act or dance?’ inquires Duke.
‘No,’ says the Babe.
‘Oh, you’ll be great then for vaudeville,’ says Cross.
A few more fast exchanges and Babe’s partner asks: ‘Babe,
you’ve pitched; tell me, what does the pitcher say when he whispers
in the catcher’s ear at a crucial moment in the game?’
Ruth replies: ‘When I used to pitch the catcher would say, ‘Fig
it for two and make mine a blonde.’
Then the orchestra begins. Babe and the Duke draw up a
couple of chairs and they alternate in singing ‘Little by Little, and
Bit by Bit.’
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One is surprise to hear the king of clout unwind a yard of
baritone. He knocked the audience for a two bagger.
Concluding the song, Ruth exits and returns in ‘civies’ and is
introduced as a ‘mind reader’ who, though blindfolded, will tell the
audience anything they desire to know. This is the best part of the
act. Cross descends from the stage and moves about the aisles
receiving articles from the spectators
‘What is this?’ he shouts. ‘Now watch out’
‘A watch,’ answers Babe.
‘What is this I hold in my hand” You could tell me if you felt
like it.’
‘A hat!’ shouts Ruth.
‘You don’t nose what this is!’ yells Duke.
‘A handkerchief,’ informs the big fellow.
‘What is this a piece off?’ is the next inquiry, as Cross tear a
programme.
‘Paper!’ says Babe.
‘Here are two blonde ladies,’ suggests Duke, at which Ruth
cuts in saying, ‘Ah, a message from the bleachers.’
Q. Tell me what this is, if you are able? A. Cane.
Q. A gentleman has something in his tie. What is it Babe?
Don’t let it stick you.
A. A pin.
Q. I hold in my hand a coin. Can you give me the date on it.
A. 1916.
No!’ says Cross. Babe guesses 19917-1918-1920- 1921….
‘No!’ says Duke, ‘So I have to ask you a dozen times?’
Like a flash Ruth shouts ‘I912.’
Its absurdity tickles every one.
I visited Babe in his dressing room at the conclusion of his act
and found the big fellow busily engaged in rubbing cold cream on
his face. ‘This is the hardest part of the act,’ he said. Beads of sweat
stood out on his forehead. ‘But I like it. I’m not a bit nervous.’
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‘Hasn’t your experience playing before the crowds in the Polo
Grounds made it comparatively easy for you to get out on the stage
and cavort?’ I asked.
‘I supposed it has, at that,’ he replied as he applied the towel.
The stuffy little dressing room which he shares with his
partner was littered with clothing boxes and paraphernalia. On the
shelf before a mirror lay boxes of powder and rouge and grease
paint.
During his act his right hand was swathed in a bandage. ‘Don’t
I have tough luck?’ he said. ‘Another infection I’ve had for ten days.
Just had it operated on.’ As he said it he grinned.
Outside another act was on, and before it was finished the king
of swat was in his street clothes and ready to motor back to the city
Variety - November 11, 1921 - Babe Ruth and Wellington Cross - 16
minutes. Proctor's, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
Babe Ruth in vaudeville has the name remarkable poise that
helped him compile a record of four-base hits that will remain a
mark to shoot at for many a day.
Ruth appears as rauch at home on the stage as though born
there and radiates personality. He has a good natured smile that will
win any gathering and is altogether one of the few ball players who
hold interest on entertaining merit.
In his skit which Tommy Gray authored, his is assisted by
Wellington Cross who aids muchly with his experienced feeding.
The act opens in full stage with Cliff Dean at the piano. Cross builds
up Ruth's entrance through the medium of an imaginary phone call
which develops that Ruth is going in vaudeville. another call and
Ruth himself is outside.
The big slugger in his Yank enters, carting a bat bag full of
golf sticks and bats. Some cross-fire with Ruth reading telegrams
from friends and well wishers. One from Judge Landis drew a big
laugh.
Dean and Cross do a comedy song 'Little by Little and bit by
bit,' each singing a verse and sneaking off while Ruth is singing his
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verse. This ancient bit was made funny by Ruth's intelligent
handling when he discovered himself alone.
While Cross solos 'Along came Ruth,' a comedy song with good
topical punches. Ruth changes to tuxedo and comes on to do the
mind reading bit with Cross, which the latter formerly used. Rut
makes a splendid immaculate appearance n 'civies.' The travesty
mind reading is really funny, and though the Babe was inclined to
talk on laughs, the pair got a lot out of it.
Gray has written wisely and well, sticking to the sure-fire
trails, and has out-fitted the Babe cleverly. The choice of Cross as
opposite for the Stick's Colossus was also a happy thought on some
one's part.
Ruth approaches his work in the hope in the same nonchalant
manner he uses when hopping on a 'cripple' to pole out of the lot,
and sells is interesting personality. It's all n a day's work to the
Babe, and his good humor is infectious. He should have no trouble
with the big time umpires.

November 13, 1921

November 19, 1921
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November 20, 1921
Chicago Eagle – Nov. 26, 1921
Babe Ruth is singing in vaudeville showing that this country
will endure anything from the heroes it truly loves.
Chicago Eagle – Nov 26, 1921
George Bernard Shaw is reported as saying in regard to Babe
Ruth: ‘Never heard of her.’ Perhaps Shaw has nothing on Ruth.
Washington Herald - December 2, 1921
'Babe' Ruth and Jack Dempsey together are collecting around
$6,500 a week in vaudeville. This should be enough to slide them
safely by until the busy season opens when they can return to their
original professions. it is no great stipend, of course, but it will do in
a way for the time being.
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December 2, 1921
Times Herald - December 2, 1921
Babe Ruth is in vaudeville making funny cracks. He said he
would ask for sixty thousand dollars next season.
Belvidere Daily Republican - December 3, 1921
Babe Ruth is singing in vaudeville, showing that this country
will endure anything from the heroes it truly loves.

December 4, 1921
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Washington Times – December 4, 1921 - B.F. Keith’s – His majesty,
Babe Ruth
His majesty, Babe Ruth, ‘The King of Swat,’ will be presented
to the public in his new role of entertainer at B. F. Keith’s Theater
tomorrow, commencing at the matinee. Associated with the ‘Babe’
as co-headliner is the popular comedian Wellington Cross and
another accomplice is Dean Moore. The means by which ‘Babe’ is
presented to the public is ‘That’s good,’ described as a satirical
homerun farce. The author is Thomas J. Gray, who ranks as the
best farce-fitter in vaudeville, and he is said to have happily hit the
’Babe’s’ fun pace to a nicety.
The course of the action ‘Babe’ exchanges baseball repartee
with Wellington Cross, then they burlesque the mind-reading stunt
of an alleged ‘Princess,’ with the ‘Babe’ all dolled up in dearie
clothes, he swatter meantime using is mental gifts in the endeavor to
find in the audience a man with ‘something on his hip.’ The ‘Babe’
sings a sing song and a rapid finale closes the affair.
Fort Wayne Sentinel - December 4, 1921 - Babe's jokes are poor.
Babe Ruth is well along on his vaudeville tour. His act is
getting over, according to theatrical critics in the cities he has hit to
date. This despite the fact that the jokes that he and Wellington
Cross, his partner, pull are terribly old, and Babe's acting in general
and singing in particular only fair. All of which goes to prove, in
addition to the fact that Babe is a popular hero, that the fans like a
hitter in any game-even if he is in a game in which he can't use his
bat.
Washington Herald - December 4, 1921 - Wellington Cross teaches
Babe Ruth vaudeville argot.
'Babe' Ruth is acquiring a new vocabulary.
The eminent swatsmith, wholly conversant with the glossary of
baseball finds that there are shades and nuances of meaning in the
technical expressions used in his new vocation, vaudeville, and the
Bambino is accordingly endeavoring to perfect himself in the proper
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use of words and phrases customary to his new environment. The
process of education, put well under way during his engagements in
New York and Boston, will be continued at B. F. Keith's Theater
here this week.
When Wellington Cross, his accomplice in 'Babe's sketch,
'That's good,' remarks: 'We'll close in 'one.' 'Babe' blinks his big
eyes inquiringly.
'What do you mean, 'one?' I don't get all this talk about
'props, 'one,' 'two,' full,' 'segue,' 'forte' It's all Greek to me. talk
plain!'
'Closing in 'one,' advises Cross, 'is stepping down near the
footlights to let the curtain comes down back of us, so the stage
hands can set the next act without a 'wait.'
'What's a 'wait'?
A wait is a--' 'Two minutes!' cries the elevator boy, and
'Babe makes for the stage.
I wish they'd let me go on first.' is 'Babe's' principal plaint
about his new job. 'I get here early and have to wait around an
awfully long time before I go on. Don't the best acts go on first?
Guess if they thought I was good they would put me on earlier.'
But 'Babe' is happy in vaudeville, for he gets plenty of time for
sleep and mornings for golf.

December 5, 1921
Washington Post - December 6, 1921 - B. F. Keith's-Babe Ruth
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America's baseball idol,, the 'King of Swat,' majestic Babe
Ruth, is the center of attraction among the high lights on the bill at
B. F. Keith's theater this week. Last night Babe entertained the
patrons in unique style, humming a ditty, singing a song that had no
meaning, but rhyme, and likewise letting the general public find
how it was he hit so many long runs the past baseball season.
Ruth was not alone in his greatness. Wellington Cross, the
duke without a title, whose original humor has been the backbone of
many a good musical comedy, was the artist on whom the mighty
Babe artistically learned. Cross introduced Ruth in the acceptable
style of an athletic star breaking into show business and then the fun
was on. The finale of their act, which occupied some fifteen minutes,
was a mind-reading test that Ruth would have stumbled badly on
had not his psychic friend, the duke, come across at the correct
intervals. Ruth and Cross were particularly pleasing but they were
by no means the whole bill.
Bismarck Tribune – Dec. 8, 1921
Babe Ruth is in vaudeville making funny cracks. He said he
would ask for sixty thousand next season.

December 9, 1921
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Evening Review - December 10, 1921 - Ruth's bum actor, but he's
winning.
Babe Ruth is well along on his vaudeville tour. His act is
getting over, according to theatrical critics in the cities he has hit to
date. This despite the fact that the jokes that he and Wellington
Cross, his partner, pull are terribly old, and Babe's acting in general
and singing in particular only fair. All of which goes to prove, in
addition to the fact that Babe is a popular hero, that the fans like a
hitter in any game-even if he is in a game in which he can't use his
bat.

December 17, 1921
Evening Star – Dec. 11, 1921
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Keith’s - ‘Babe’ Ruth vaudeville this afternoon at 3 and
tonight at 8:15 pm.

December 11, 1921
Evening Public Ledger – Dec. 12, 1921
Judge Landis might do something real big by suspending Babe
Ruth from vaudeville for the rest of his life.
Even the amateur humorists had a say about Ruth and
Vaudeville.
Pittsburgh Daily Post - December 20, 1921
'Babe' Ruth, home-run hitter of the New York Yankees, is to
appear on the Davis stage Christmas week with debonair
Wellington Cross.

December 20, 1921
Pittsburgh Daily Post - December 22, 1921
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'Babe' Ruth of the baseball world will be in 'lively vaudeville
company' when he appears in the Keith bill at the Davis next week
with Wellington Cross as his partner, and Dean Moore at the piano.
The home-run getter will find himself in a program with such
favorites as Ray Raymond and others.
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette - December 25, 1921 - Public awaits Babe
Ruth's vaudeville at.
Many people are curious to know just what Babe Ruth does in
vaudeville, and there are some of them who can scarcely wait to see
him for themselves in all the glory of grease paint at the Davis
Theater this week. For their enlightenment here is a brief resume of
the champion baseball swatter's specialty.
First he comes out on the stage in baseball uniform and tells
his audience the secret of his home run record. Naturally, the
explanation is like all magicians and conjurer's explanations, and
the audience gets no secret, but laughs just the same.
Then the Babe and Wellington Cross, his professional partner,
sing a little ditty about baseball to the restrain of 'Little by Little
and Bit by Bit.' And what's more the Babe actually can sing. His
deep baritone voice is not all bad. Now the Bambino exits. He goes
off to don a blue serge, double-breasted suit and high patent leather
shoes. While he is making the change Mr. Cross, assisted by his
accomplice, Dean Moore, sings 'Ain't Nature Grand?' and gets by
with it as successfully as when he first sang its predecessor, 'Ain't
We Got Fun?'
Next, with the assistance of the Babe as an Egyptian princess,
Mr. Cross pulls his clever burlesque on mind reading. Babe is
blindfolded and takes his seat in a gold chair at the stage center
while Mr. Cross goes among the audience asking the princess to tell
him the name of various articles he holds up. For instance, he take a
handkerchief from a woman's coat and says;
I bet you don't 'nose' what this is?'
And after this the princess remarks that it is a handkerchief.
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With the mind-reading stunt the act closes. There are some
jokes about baseball and one for Judge Landis, some for the traffic
cops, the politicians and other personages.
It is different from the act of any other baseball star that has
ever been in vaudeville. That's all.

Ruth at the Lyric Theater
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette - December 28, 1921
Babe Ruth, the guest of honor, and his vaudeville partner,
Wellington Cross, appearing at the Davis Theater this week,
convulsed the Press club audience with merriment during their
mind-reading at.
Evening World – Sept 1, 1921
Babe will go into vaudeville this winter, playing doubleheaders or two-a –day.
The Washington Times – October 26, 1921 – Babe Ruth to start
vaudeville tour in two weeks.
Babe Ruth will enter vaudeville in about two weeks to plan the
‘big time’ until after the holidays. An act is being fixed up for him
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now. Babe doesn’t claim to be an Edwin Booth behind the footlights,
but he makes a good talk and should get by with his famous grin
and some good chatter.

Ruth
It is rumored that Eddie Miller, the lad with the grand opera
voice, will team with Ruth. Eddie once managed a theatrical
baseball team, but as a player he is a fine singer. By the same token,
Ruth, as an actor, is a great home-run hitter.
As soon as Babe settles his little affair with Judge Landis he
will star rehearsals. Can’t keep that guy out of the spotlight.
The Evening World – October 28, 1921
These are piping times in vaudeville. There appears to be no
limit to the salary you can get from the Keith interests or the
Shubert organization if they want you. Today we are in a position to
inform you that one Babe Ruth, of whom you may have heard, has
agreed contract calling for twenty weeks in Keith’s vaudeville at a
salary of $3,000 per week. At the same time let us notify you that
one Will Rogers, the gun chewing film has come east to take a whirl
at Shubert vaudeville also at $3,000 per week. Babe will be teamed
up with Wellington Cross who will pitch jokes at Father Landis bad
boy and assist him in scoring comedy home-runs. Babe will sing
too—at his debut, anyway. Rogers doesn’t need anybody to assist
him. His ‘props’ consist of a pair of chaps, a lariat and one wad of
gum. Babe and Cross will begin at Keith’s Boston, on Nov.7th and
come to the Palace a week later. Tommy Gray has been warming the
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battery up with some rapid-fire patter. Rogers will start at the
Shubert-Belasco, Washington, next Monday, with the Winter
Garden to follow. Incidentally, Nick Altrock and Al Schacht,
baseball cutups, will be Tommy Grayed into Keith vaudeville at the
Prospect, Brooklyn, Monday. Their salary will not be $3,000 a week.

Wellington ’Duke’ Cross, a headliner in his own right
New York Times- October 28, 1921 – Ruth top-liner on Keith
Circuit. Babe signs to hit home-run laughs on vaudeville diamond at
$3,000 a week.
Babe Ruth persists in being a star, and neither King Barons
nor Judge Landis can deny him his inalienable right. His
engagement as leading man of the big time baseball circuit having
concluded with the World’s Series, the superman of the diamond
has signed to deliver a few hits in the B. F. Keith vaudeville theatres.
Ruth was in New York City for a few hours last evening on his way
to Pittsburgh, where he will begin rehearing immediately. The big
fellow has been on a hunting trip as the guest of Pitcher Herb
Pennock of the Boston Americans, since he abandoned his
barnstorming tour, and appears to be in excellent physical
condition.
The home run king will take his first turn at bat as a thespian
in the Keith Theatre in Boston on Monday, Nov. 7th, On Nov. 14 he
will open an engagement in the Palace theatre here.
Ruth’s contract with the Keith organization calls for twenty
weeks at the modest salary of $3,000 per week. At the signing of the
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contract Ruth was represented by Harry Weber, who will manage
him during his theatrical career, while the Keith interests were
handled by E. P. Albee and J. J. Murdock.
Babe will be teamed during his engagement with Wellington
Cross, a well-known headliner. Ruth and Cross will work together
in rapid fire comedy reparies in which baseball will figure largely.
Ruth will also risk his popularity by singing a baseball song or two.
Standing on the Palace Theatre stage yesterday trying his voice.
Ruth remarked that the ‘back fence seemed an awful long way off,’
but his audiences, like a great many pitchers in the American
League, may feel that the fields are note too deep.
In the language of vaudeville, Ruth and Cross will ‘work in
one,’ which means that they will perform just back of the footlights
and in front of the ‘olio drop.’ The lines for the team will be written
by Thomas J. Grey, and no doubt the author will give Ruth as many
opportunities as possible to slam out home-run laughs. In other
words, Grey; will stick them in the groove and let Babe do his worst.
Baseball fans know what that means, for Ruth is a diligent worker
and he will do his best to deliver, just as he does every time he
strides to the plate in a ball game.
While Ruth’s contract calls for an appearance of twenty weeks,
it is possible that he will not complete the entire period, since to do
so would carry him past the time when the Yankees are scheduled to
go South in the spring. And, provided he is not suspended by Judge
Landis for his recent outlaw trip as a barnstormer, it is unlikely that
Babe will let anything interfere with his high sense of duty to the
team for which he plays. Ruth hurried to New York from
Westchester, Pa.’ yesterday in response to a wire from Colonel
Huston, half owner of the Yankees but, arrived just too late to see
the Colonel, who left yesterday for Dover Hall, Ga.’ on a vacation
trip.
Ruth and his vaudeville partner will remain in Pittsburgh for
the remainder of this week rehearsing. The Babe has turned over
his treasured home run bats and balls to the Keith people for
advertising purposes, and they will be featured in the lobbies of the
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theatres in which he is playing before and during the big league
engagement.
New York Tribune - October 28, 1921 – Ruth turns actor for paltry
$60,000; Threatens to sing – Bambino rushes to town to sigh
contract; Denies he had date with Landis
Babe Ruth, champion hone-run hitter of all time, returned
unexpectedly to this city yesterday afternoon on a business trip
which landed him the fancy sum of $60,000-or at least prospects for
the same.
The big Bambino signed with the F. B. Keith interests for a
vaudeville engagement of twenty weeks at $3,000 a week. He will
begin his tour in the Boston Theater on Monday, November 7th, and
a week later will come to the Palace Theater, this city. Ruth will be
teamed with Wellington ‘Duke’ Cross, who is at present in
Pittsburgh doing a song, dance and monologue chatter.
The pair purpose to pull rapid-fire comedy repartee. The
Babe, on the side, is to sing a song or two.
Harry Weber will have charge of Ruth’s theatrical career, and
left with Babe last night for Pittsburgh, where rehearsals with Cross
will start at once. The Babe answered a hurry call yesterday and
rushed in from Westchester, Pa., where he and Mrs. Ruth had been
visiting at the home of Herb Pennock, southpaw of the Boston Red
Sox.
Before he left for the West Ruth corrected a story out of
Chicago to the effect that he had broken an engagement with Judge
K. M Landis, commissioner Landis stated very positively that he
had made no appointment with Ruth.
The Abbeville Press & Banner – October 31, 1921 – Babe will sign.
Pittsburg, PA – Babe Ruth will sing if the audience will let him.
The Bambino made this blushing confession here today while
arranging plans for his debut in vaudeville with Wellington Cross
and Dean Moore, two Keith circuit headliners. The act will open in
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Boston, November 7th. Ruth’s contract call for $3,000 per week for
twenty weeks.
The Evening World – November 2, 1921
The amateur humorists have gone to work on Babe Ruth’s
engagement at Keith vaudeville. A few of the many suggestions for
the Ruth act, made in letters to E. F. Albee, follow:
‘Why not present Ruth in a condensed version of ‘The Bat?’
‘You might have Ruth tell the audience he always breakfasts
on batter cakes.’
‘Let Babe Ruth show the audience how he hits home runs. The
orchestra leader can give him the pitch.’
The Washington Times – November 2, 1921 – Ruth Coming Here
Babe Ruth, king of sluggers comes to b. F. Keith’s in a few
weeks. He is being accompanied by Wellington Cross, a veteran
vaudevillian. Ruth broke in Yesterday at Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
The Washington Herald – November 4, 1921 – Where a King may
be a King.
It is said Babe Ruth will undertake to sing in vaudeville. He
may show how he can inspire a whole audience to make home runs.
New York Times – November 4, 1921
Ruth makes debut as vaudeville star. – Starts tour in Mount
Vernon in ‘That’s Good’-Landis joke earns applause.

Judge Landis
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Evening Star – November 4, 1921 – Babe Ruth makes hit in
vaudeville debut (Mount Vernon, N.Y.

From the baseball diamond to the vaudeville stage is some
change, but that is what Babe Ruth did last night, when he made his
debut here in what was described as a satirical home run, called
‘That’s Good.’ Babe appeared with Wellington Cross and Dean
Moore and they made a real hit with the audience. Ruth received
several encores which caused him to make a little speech. Harry
Webber, who is manager of the ball player, declared that Ruth was
not half as nervous as his partners.
The little act, in which the ball player is made the star, takes
only twenty minutes for which he gets $3,000 a week.
The Evening World – November 5, 1921 – ‘I like it,’ that’s what
Babe Ruth says of his initial plunge into vaudeville. Ranked part of
act is ‘making up,’ declares famous baseball star.’
A ‘He and She’ act had just finished. The card boy, or
whatever they call him, inserted a frame in the rack announcing the
next act. The citizenry of Mount Vernon sat in silent expectancy as
the orchestra blared. The programme said: ‘His Majesty Babe Ruth
himself.’ Then the curtain went up. A young man was seated at a
grand piano. A lady said she didn’t know that Babe Ruth was a
pianist. A moment later, however, the situation was cleared when
Wellington (Duke) Cross, Babe’s sparring partner, entered right
stage. The Duke hastily explained matters and the plot thickened
when the telephone rang and Bob Meusel told Cross that Ruth was
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going into vaudeville. One immediately gathered from the
conversation that Babe’s theatrical contract would clean up the
European war debt-and then they’re off.
In the distance is heard the ringing cheers at the polo Grounds
on a summer’s day. The orchestra strikes up the old melody, ‘Take
Me Out to the Ball Game,’ and in the midst of the confusion the
mighty swatter makes his entrance. Clad in his familiar uniform and
sweater and lugging a caddy bag, baseball bat and suitcase, Babe
swarms in. He looks as though he were ready to crack out his
sixtieth home run too.
At this point the fun begins when Cross hands Ruth a telegram
supposed to have seen sent by Judge Landis. Babe is visibly
perturbed as he reads it. ‘I hope it’s nothing serious,’ suggest Duke.
‘I should say it is,’ responds Babe. ‘It says seventy-five cents collect.’
The dialogue is clever. Babe extracts a contract and his partner
reads: ‘How to make home brew.’ The swatter snatches it from him
and hands him the correct one.
‘By the way, Babe, whatever made him think you were an
actor,’ asks Cross.
“I saw you at it,’ replies Ruth.
‘Do you sing, act or dance?’ inquires duke.
No,’ says the Babe.
“Oh you’ll be great then for vaudeville,’ says Cross.
A few more fast exchanges and Babe’s partner asks: ‘Babe,
you pitched; tell me, what does the pitcher say when he whispers in
the catcher’s ear at a crucial moment in the game?’
Ruth replies: “When I used to pitch the catcher would say, ‘Fix
it for two and make into a blonde.’
Then the orchestra begins. Babe and the Duke draw up a
couple of chairs and they alternate in singing ‘Little by Little, and
bit by bit.’
It is surprising to hear the king of clout unwind a yard of
baritone. He knocked the audience for a two bagger.
Concluding the song, Babe exits and returns in ’civies’ and is
introduced as a ‘mind reader’ who, though blindfolded, will tell the
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audience anything they desire to know. This is the best part of the
act. Cross descends from the stage and moves about the aisles
receiving articles from the spectators
.
‘What is this?’ He shouts, ‘Now watch out.’
‘A watch,’ answers Babe.
‘What is this I hold in my hand? You could tell me if you felt
like it.’
A hat,’ shouts Ruth.
‘You don’t know what this is!’ yells Duke.
‘A handkerchief,’ informs the big fellow.
‘What is this piece of?’ is the next inquiry, as Cross tears a
programme.
‘Paper,’ says Babe.
‘Here are two blonde ladies,’ suggest duke, at which Ruth cuts
in saying, ‘Ah, a message from the bleachers.’
Q. Tell me what this is, if you are able'
A. A cane.
Q. A gentleman ha something in his tie. What is it, Babe? Don’t let it
stick you.
A. A pin.
Q. I have in my hand a coin. Can you give me the date on it? A.
1912.
‘No!’ says Cross. Babe guesses 1917-1918-1919-19202-921--‘No!’ says Duke, ‘So I have to ask you a dozen times?”
Like a flash Ruth shouts 1912.’
Its absurdity tickles every one.
I visited Babe in his dressing room at the conclusion of his act
and found the big fellow busily engaged in rubbing cold cream on
his face. ‘This is the hardest part of the act,’ he said. Beads of sweat
stood out on his forehead. ‘But I like it. I’m not a bit nervous.’
‘Haven’t your experience playing before the crowds in the Polo
Grounds made it comparatively easy for you to get out on the stage
and cavort?’
‘I suppose it has, at that,’ he replied as he applied the towel.
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The stuffy little dressing room which he shares with his
partner was littered with clothing boxes and paraphernalia. On the
shelf before a mirror lay Boxes of powder and rouge and grease
paint.

Babe in dressing room
During his act his right hand was swathed in a bandage. ‘Don’t
I have tough luck?’ he said. ‘Another infection I’ve had for ten days,
just had it operated on.’ As he said it he grinned.
Outside another act was on, and before it was finished the king
of swat was in his street clothes and ready to motor back to the city.
New York Tribune – November 6, 1921
We understand there is no truth in the report that Babe Ruth
during his vaudeville tour, will hit home runs into the audience for
an encore.
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November 7, 1921
The Morning Tulsa Daily World – November 9, 1921
Babe Ruth is due to pull down something like $60,000 this
winter through various vaudeville and motion picture contracts.
Looks like banging out home runs is rather a side issue with King of
Klout! It’s not, however, and if the Bambino ever gets such an idea
in his head his downfall is at hand. Just as soon as he quits poling
home runs in the big league his pulling power at the box office will
be null and void.
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New York Tribune – November 11, 1921 – the Stage Door
Babe Ruth makes his Broadway debut at the Palace Theater in
‘That’s Good,’ by Thomas J. Gray. Wellington Cross will the
slugger’s teammate.
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Robert Edward’s Adv. Card put out for sale shows Ruth. At top is
mentions the Ruth debut at the Proctor’s Theater in Mt. Vernon,
New York.
Ruth made his debut in vaudeville on Nov. 3rd, 1921. After
barnstorming Ruth began a 15 week tour on the Keith’s vaudeville
circuit. He debuted on the stage on Nov. 3rd with this partner ‘Duke’
Cross with a script by Thomas J. Grey. The house was filled and
gave a spontaneous applause that put Ruth at ease on the stage.
Ruth, despite a cold, sang a song ‘Little by Little’ in a baritone
voice. Critics thought that the gag about the ‘fake’ telegram from
Judge Landis was hilarious. After a 2 week trial at smaller theaters,
the act was brought to the famed Palace Theater in New York City
on Nov. 14th. He was generally well received by both the audience
and the critics
Evening World – Nov 11, 1921
Babe Ruth is appearing in vaudeville without batting an
eyelash.
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New York Times – November 15, 1921 – Babe Ruth warmly greeted
in debut on New York stage.
Babe Ruth made his New York debut as a vaudevillian
yesterday afternoon and he packed them in at the Palace as he did at
the Polo Ground during the baseball season. The S. R. O.
sign was a work early. Ruth’s work lacks the polish of the other acts,
as might be expected, but it is far better than that done in other
years by baseball stars on the vaudeville stage. Ruth has good stage
presence, a winning smile and he gets away well with the singing
part of the Palace as he did at the Polo thing but a stranger to
vaudeville patrons, is Ruth’s partner, and their act entertaining.
The home-run king was made to feel perfectly at home before he
had spoken a word yesterday afternoon. His first appearance on the
stage evoked applause that went on continuously for more than a
minute while Ruth bowed back his thanks time and again.
New York Tribune – November 15, 1921 – Ruth makes good
impression in local debut as a Thespian. Babe Bats out several long
laugh Wallops before crowded house
Then along came Ruth – At the Palace Theater yesterday
afternoon the battering Babe made his New York debut as a
thespian. Teamed with Wellington Cross, a veteran who fed him
loads for rapid fire comedy, the champion home run hitter of all
time got away to a flying start in his new profession. And he was
laboring under a severe handicap.
The Home Run King is suffering from an aggravated case of
laryngitis, the result of a cold he contracted tryout night at Mount
Vernon some ten days ago, and the raw weather in Boston last week
did not improve his affliction. The Babe, however, managed to put
over his stuff in a fashion that carried to the entrance doors and let
all the standees in on the repartee, for the house was jammed to
capacity: indeed, hundreds were turned away.
Whether or not they all came out to greet the Babe,
undoubtedly the great majority did, if one could judge from the
reception afforded the Polo Grounds idol when he made his
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appearance. The applause was deafening and continued for more
than five minutes. It was an excellent illustration of the madness
that prevails in the Brush stadium every time Bambino, connected
for one of his ‘longest.’ And it was noticeable that in the audience
might be recognized dozens of Polo Grounds regulars.
The Babe Even Sings!
The Babe is possessed of a stage presence and an assurance
that quickly wins the good will of the audience, and he appears quite
as much at home as when doffing his cap after completing a
pleasure jaunt around the base paths. Tommy Gray has furnished
Messrs. Cross and Ruth plenty of good ammunition, and the Babe
has the nerve to pull a part of a song, which takes well.
In the lobby of the theater there is on display the silver crown
which was presented to the home run hitter by admiring fans. The
crown is a tremendous nine-pointed affair, each point being topped
by a silver baseball. Around the base are fifty more miniature
baseballs, the entire fifty-nine typifying Ruth’s output of home runs
for the season of 1921, which constituted a new record in the game.
Cross has a little fun with Ruth over his failure to hit Giant
pitchers, especially Artie Nehf, in the recent World’s Series, and the
pair got a laugh at an innocent quib over Judge Landis sending a
telegram collect.
That is the only reference the Babe makes to Landis and his
personal troubles with the commissioner of organized baseball. Nor
would Ruth discuss in any way his status. He admitted that he had
received a questionnaire from the Judge several days ago and that
he had promptly returned the desired answers in detail.
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November 19, 1921
The Morning Tulsa Daily World – November 22, 1921 – Ruth
drawing fine crowds with his skit on Broadway. Shades of Edwin
Booth. Babe Ruth sultan of the swat, is an actor. Sultan of swat,
with Wellington Cross a real actor, and Gotham falls over itself to
see him Jokes so old they’re funny.
Or rather he has signed up with a vaudeville circuit to do a
song and dance with Wellington Cross, a real actor, and Broadway
got its first dose at the Palace Theater.
Cross, the actor in the act says to the Babe, ’Can you dance or
sing?’ and the Babe answered ‘No.’ Then Cross says, ‘That’s good,
you surely belong in vaudeville.’ ‘See Jake Miller’s joke book, page
132. And then the audience laughed. Then Cross says, ‘Tell me,
Babe, what made you think you could act? And the Babe replies, ‘I
saw you.’ And again the audience laughed. Showing how far
Broadway is removed from Main Street, Gopher Prairie.
The Babe was all roughed up and he had a voice of Ringling’s
steam calliope in action. And graceful Say!
Wears Yanks Uniform
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The great swatter appears on the stage in an honest to
goodness Yankee uniform, carrying bats, baseballs and golf clubs
and a sultans under his arm. He accidentally drops a bat on
Wellington’s Cross’s toe. The comedy begins. There is a bulge in
the Babe’s jaw that looks suspiciously like a chew, and he looks so
frequently at the back drop curtain. You are forced to conclude that
he’d like to expectorate. But this just in the act.
Then there are a lot of jokes, thick and fast. We won’t give
them away, but if you’ll look up the files of life and judge and punch
for 1905 you’ll get a good line on the vintage.
Then Babe goes though the act of knocking a home run. His
partner asks, ‘’is that all?’ And then Babe adds as an after though,
‘Well ya gotta keep your eye on the ball.’ Then Cross comes back,
’what was the matter with your eye the day Art Nehf was pitching?’
By and by two of them come down on the footlights and sit
down. Cross promises that they will sing. Were you ever out in the
great alone when the moon was awful clear and you hear here a
coyote cry when the night was; dark and dreamy. Then you you’ve a
hunch what the singing was. The song is about ‘Little by Little and
Bit by Bit.’ You watch the Babe while he’s singing and you just
know he’d like to get the hands on the guy that wrote the song.
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Little by Little and Bit by Bit - 1916
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Babe a mind reader
Then Babe becomes a mind reader blind folded. He sits on the
stage and answers questions as the partner goes through the
audience. Here’s the stuff.
‘See if you can strike this, shouts Cross, holding up an article,
‘A match, says Babe.
‘Don’t let the band confuse you.
‘What’s this, Cross asks?’
‘A band ring, says the Babe. ‘Don’t puff so hard.’
‘What am I tearing,’ says Cross.
Paper, answers Babe. ‘Don’t puff so hard ‘What is this?’ ‘A
cigar, answered the mind reader. ‘And what is in his tie (now don’t
let this one stick you), asks Wellington. ‘A stick pin,’ replies the
great seer.
However, in the great league the Babe does not bat much
higher than .006.
There were several trifling matters about Mr. Ruth’s
performance worthy of mention. He described a certain lady as
‘dark completed.' That was his own contribution to the
advancement of his language. He wore a bandage about his left
wrist although he had not struck out once the day before and had
not struck out one the day before and had not slid into a base for
several weeks. He carried a golf bag on his shoulder when he first
entered the stage from the Polo Grounds probably having shot nine
holes between games of a double-header.
The Babe is drawing big crowds, and after he gets
accustomed to his stuff he may have some fun out of it, and yet some
people wonder why the movies are profitable.
Chicago Eagle – November 26, 1921
Babe Ruth is singing in vaudeville, showing that this country
will endure anything from the heroes it truly loves.
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Bisbee Daily Review – November 27, 1921 - Babe speaks:
'In the meantime, I am preparing to join the footlight league. I
don’t know just how I will make out in the new job, but my contract
stars early in November over a well-known vaudeville circuit, and
they have already sent me what actors call my ‘lines.’ There’s about
eighteen pages for me to memorize and on the second day, I have
only got eleven sentences committed to memory. In the old days at
school, I used to recite ‘the Charge of the Light Brigade,’ but the
stuff they have handed me now is not so easy.
In baseball, the audience is always behind you, but in the stage
league, the crowd is right out there staring you in the face. And
here’s the tough part-if you go into a slump of cold feet, there isn’t
any pinch hitter sitting around to bat for you.
They say it’s going to be a hard winter. Well, the vaudeville
league will give me something to attend to afternoons and evenings,
but the snow period can’t pass too quick to suit me. I am in good
shape right now. My weight is down, and the way my arm is healing
shows that my general condition is good. When the old call for
spring training brings the ball players back from their hunting and
fishing expeditions, I will be happiest and if trying means anything
will be out of the ‘sixty nine’ home-run class before the next world
series rolls around.'
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Ruth and Nancy Carroll
Babe Ruth, billed as ‘The King of Swat,’ which is now an
appellation for him, made his long-heralded stage debut tonight in
Proctor’s Theatre in this city, ably sustained in his hour of trouble
by Wellington Cross and by a pianist, who interfered only in the
accompaniment of a couple of songs.
Ruth and Cross made an auspicious start in their sixteen-week
tour in a sketch dubbed ‘That’s Good’ and subtitle ‘A Satirical
Home Run.’ The act proved naturally to be chiefly jocose patter and
the Babe, concealing any new nervousness that may have affected
him held up his end very well, indeed.
A crowded house was on hand and the applause, of evident
spontaneity, compelled Ruth to make a brief curtain speech. He
even indulged, in the course of the sketch, in a topical song dialogue
with Cross, entitled ‘Little by Little,’ and, despite a cold, the slugger
un-blanketed a not unpleasant baritone voice. He got the jess and
jibes over well, too, the chief outburst occurring when, after the
Babe had received a stage telegram from Judge Landis and had
been asked by Cross, ‘Is it serious?’ Ruth answered, ‘should say it
is: 75 cents collect.’
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Ruth held quite a reception after he had concluded his
performance. He declined to comment on the action of Judge Landis
in his barnstorming case.

Evening Star – November 30, 1921
Babe Ruth, the King of Swat, will appear next week at B.F.
Keith’s Theater, commencing at the Monday matinee. Wellington
Cross and company, including Dean Moore, will be a co-stellar
feature. Ruth has been provided with a vaudeville skit called ‘That’s
Good,’ by Tommy Gray, and the audiences are said to echo the title
after they have seen it. It is claimed that Babe gets double the salary
of the chief executive for twenty-odd minutes on the stage.
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November 30, 1921
The Washington Herald - December 1, 1921 – R. F. Keith’sVaudeville
Babe Ruth, the King of Swat, will appear next week at R. F.
Keith’s Theater. Wellington Cross and company, including Dean
Moore, will be a co-stellar feature; James Watts in ‘A Treat in
Travesty.
The Washington Herald – December 4, 1921 - B.F. Keith’sVaudeville
Babe Ruth, ‘King of swat,’ will be presented at B. F. Keith’s
theater tomorrow, with Wellington Cross and Dean Moore, in
‘That’s Good,’ a satirical home run farce, by Thomas J. Gray. The
added attractions will be James Watts and company in ‘A Treat in
Travesty.’

December 4, 1921
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The Washington Times – December 4, 1921 – B. F Keith’s-His
Majesty, Babe Ruth
His majesty, Babe Ruth, ‘The King of Swat,’ will be presented
to the public in his new role of entertainer at B. F. Keith’s Theater
tomorrow, commencing at the matinee. Associated with the ‘Babe’
as co-headliner is the popular comedian Wellington Cross and
another accomplice is Dean Moore. The means by which ‘Babe’ is
presented to the public is ‘That’s Good,’ described as a satirical
home run farce. The author is Thomas J. Gray, who ranks as the
best farce-fitter in vaudeville, and he is said to have happily hit the
‘Babe’s’ fun pace to a nicety.
In the course of the action ‘Babe’ exchanges baseball repartee
with Wellington Cross, then they burlesque the mind-reading stunt
of an alleged ‘Princess,’ with the ‘Babe’ all dolled up in dearie
clothes, the swatter meantime using his mental gifts in the endeavor
to find in the audience a man with ‘something on his hip.’ The
‘Babe’ sings a little song and a rapid finale closes the affair.
The Washington Herald – December 4, 1921 – Wellington Cross
teaches Babe Ruth Vaudeville argot.
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‘Babe’ Ruth is acquiring a new vocabulary.
The eminent swatsmith, wholly conversant with the glossary of
baseball, finds that there are shades and nuances of meaning in the
technical expressions used in his new vocation, vaudeville, and the
bambino is accordingly endeavoring to perfect himself in the proper
use of words and phrases customary to his new environment. The
process of education, put well under way during his engagements in
New York and Boston, will be continued at B. F. Keith’s Theater
here this week.
When Wellington Cross his accomplice in ‘Babe’s’ sketch
‘That’s Good.’ Remarks ‘We’ll close in ‘one,’ Babe’ blinks his big
eyes inquiringly.
‘What do you mean, ‘one’? I don’t get all this talk about
‘props.’ It’s all Greek to me. Talk plain!’
‘Closing in ‘one,’ advises Cross, ‘is stepping down near the
footlights to let the curtain come down back of us, so the sage hands
can set the next act without a ‘wait.’
‘What’s a ‘wait’?
‘A wait is a-‘
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‘Two minutes!’ cries the elevator boy, and ‘Babe’ makes for
the stage.
(NOTE: Wellington Cross did a mind-reading that was wonderful.
He went down into the audience and then asked his partner on the
stage to call the names of the articles which he held. He stopped at
an aisle seat and seized our hat. ‘What is this?’ If you know keep it
under your hat.’ Strange to say, his partner guessed right the first
time. (New York Tribune-July 17, 1921)
‘I wish they’d let me go on first,’ is ‘Babe’s’ principal plaint
about his new job. ‘I get here early and have to wait around an
awfully long time before I go on. Don’t the best sets go on first?’
Guess if they thought I was good they would put me on earlier.’
But ‘Babe’ is happy in vaudeville, for he get plenty of time for
sleep and mornings for golf.
Evening Star - December 4, 1921 – B. F. Keith’s-Babe Ruth
‘Babe’ Ruth, ‘the king of swat,’ will be presented at B. F.
Keith’s Theater tomorrow at the matinee and until next Sunday
night. Associated with ‘Babe’ are Wellington Cross and Dean
Moore.
‘Babe’ is presented as a chatterer, impersonator and singer, in
‘That’s Good,’ described as a home-run farce by “Thomas J. Gray.
Ruth is declared to receive $2,500 a week, over twice the salary of
the President, for not more than an hour’s time each day.
In the course of action ‘Babe’ exchanges baseball repartee with
Willington Cross, then they burlesque the mind-reading stunt of an
alleged princess. He sings a little song, and a rapid finale closes the
act.
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December 4, 1921
Evening Star – December 6, 1921 – B. F. Keith’s-‘Babe’ Ruth
‘Babe’ Ruth & Co. head the bill at Keith’s this week, large
audiences being on hand at the opening yesterday afternoon and last
night. The act in which Ruth stars is well put together, the lines are
bright and shappy and Wellington Cross sees to it that there is no
lagging in continuous action. The home run king surprised his host
of friends in the audience by his sustained self-confidence and went
through with what he had to do in a manner superior to what was
expected from a pro ball player. Although suffering from a cold and
a sore throat, he got away with his one song in a pleasing manner.
Wellington Cross was quick to grasp the idea of using Judge Landis’
message during the act, and one of the bright bits of the dialogue
was forthcoming, when ‘Babe’ simply remarked, ‘what do you think
of that? There’s seventy-five cents collect on the telegram.’ It meant
a fine of several thousands of dollars to the big fellow, but he
couldn’t overlook that six bits. Many curtain calls followed.
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The Washington Herald - December 6, 1921 – Keith’s – Babe Ruth
Some measure of the blow of Babe Ruth’s suspension was
brought home to the audience at Keith’s last night. In the middle of
his act came an interpolation in the form of a telegraph message.
‘A wire for you, quoth Wellington Cross, the Ruth vaudeville
mascot. ‘Why, it’s from Judge Landis,’ says Babe. ‘Serious, isn’t it?’
pipes Wellington. ‘I should say so; seventy-five cents collect,’ replies
the Babe. And there you are.
Beyond a doubt at least 95 per cent of last night’s audience
attended the show anticipating how they would cortle over the
morning grapefruit. ‘As an actor Babe is sure a remarkable ball
players.’ Nor can we say that they were disappointed. But the act
was a mighty pleasant one, at that. Ruth may not be actor but he has
the worthy Wellington Cross at his side to act all over the place.
Also, it is nice to occasionally see upon the stage someone who is not
of the stage. The husky Babe makes one think of a keen breeze over
the Polo Grounds, the sting of his mighty bat against the horsehide
and home, sweet home. One may remark that the foresighted young
man keens a tight hold on his bat while he sings. The act, as a whole,
is very well constructed. It gives Babe Ruth the things to do that he
can do acceptably and permits the nimble Mr. Cross to leap about
and keep things lively in his usual reliable fashion.
Evening Star – December 7, 1921
Keith’s – Sunday at 3 and 8:15 the current bill, offering ‘Babe’
Ruth. Wellington Cross and others will be presented.
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Joe Judge & Babe Ruth
The Washington - December 9, 1921
What becomes of the ball players in the winter is partly
explained by the above photo of two diamond celebrities. On the lift
is Babe Ruth, now starring in vaudeville, renewing an acquaintance
with Joe Judge, who is holding down a corner in the Hecht
Company’s Sport Shop. (Picture above not legible)
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December 9, 1921

December 11, 1921
1922
Lehi Sun – May 18, 1922
Babe Ruth as a vaudeville artist, has clearly shown that he is a
great baseball player.
Bismarck Tribune – November 10, 1922
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Babe Ruth turned his back to vaudeville and said he would
spend the winter back on the farm chopping wood and getting into
condition.
New York Times – August 31, 1926 – Ruth sings in vaudeville –
Babe to get $1,000 for 12-week tour on Pantages circuit.
Babe Ruth has broken another record, the Associated Press
reporting yesterday that he had signed a $100,000 contract for a
twelve-week tour over Pantages’s Western circuit after the next
World’s Series. Pantages’s agents here say it is the largest contract
of in kind ever signed in vaudeville, as the Bambino will make the
tour alone, without a supporting cast.
The tour opens in Minneapolis and will take the home run king
to the Pacific Coast. He will return East before the spring training
season begins.
Posted December 7, 2013 – Babe Ruth visits Duluth
Following the 1926 baseball season, in which the New York
Yankees won the American league pennant and lost the World
Series in seven games to the St. Louis Cardinals, Yankee slugger
Babe Ruth went on a twelve-week vaudeville tour. The tour started
in Minneapolis, and the next stop was Duluth. Ruth arrived in
Duluth early on the morning of Saturday, November 6, 1926, and
attended a breakfast in his honor at Hotel Duluth. He was greeted
by Mayor Samuel F. Snively, Police Chief E. H. Barber, and Ruth’s
friend, superior resident, and player-manager of the Boston Braves
Dave Bancroft.
At 10:30 that morning, Ruth appeared for about 2,000 young
fans from the Twin Ports at the Lyric Theater, 213 West Superior
Street, in a program sponsored by the Duluth News Tribune.
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He told them stories of his baseball career, gave them the inside
picture of the life of a big league ball player, and passed out fifteen
autographed baseballs-maybe some Twin Ports resident still has his
or her autographed ball?
On Saturday afternoon, Ruth did the first of four
performances for adults at the Lyric-2:30, 4:30, 7:10 and 9:20.He
repeated the four performances on Sunday, his last day in Duluth.
His vaudeville act usually consisted of him telling stories about his
career and the Yankees.
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Duluth, November 6, 1926
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Babe performed in San Diego for local teachers in 1924 where
he finished his 15 city tour. In 1927 he was again in San Diego at the
Pantages Theater on 5th and ‘B’ streets. In the week of Jan. 10th,
Ruth performed three shows a day, giving hitting demonstrations
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and performing a skit that celebrated his recent baseball feats. Each
show concluded with Babe’s invitation to kids to come on stage and
receive an autographed baseball. He visited Long Beach for a
vaudeville show. Babe's visit to Southern Ca. came near the end of a
9 state, 21 city vaudeville tour, joined by Lou Gehrig.
Winnipeg Tribune - January 26, 1929
His (Ruth's) newspaper income also is fixed and assured, thus
adding a probable $25,000 to the annual harvest. Twenty weeks of
vaudeville at the end of the 1927 season is said to have been worth
$100,000 more and his picture venture in 1926 was good for plenty,
and I mean enough.
Salt Lake Tribune – July 10, 2011 (From article on Ruth in Salt
Lake
Excerpts:
Inside the man prepared for his first visit to a minor-league
town that he knew only as the last station on a 12-city vaudeville
tour that would pay him $100,000-more than he received the year
before for an entire season of baseball. At each stop he donned his
famous striped uniform, took mighty cuts with a polished hickory
club, tipped his lopsided ball cap, read his condensed life story as
written by someone else, then climbed aboard another train bound
for another city full of people who, if not for this tour, wouldn’t have
occasion to see the great fellow.
It began on Oct. 30 in Minneapolis and hopscotched through
the Dakota and on to the coast, where he delights Spokane, then
Seattle, and every other major city along the Pacific. And finally the
he sat, on a rail bound for Salt Lake City, which, 84 year later, has a
rich baseball tradition, running right up to this week’s Triple-A AllStar exhibition.

